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PRESENT TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MARINE FISHERIES
BY COASTAL STATES OF THE EAST CENTRAL ATLANTIC
Ethnan Golley-Morgan
ABSTRACT
The East Central Atlantic Region extends from the Straits of
Gibraltar to the Congo River, which has nearly a 10,000 kilometres
of coastline. The coastal climate is generally characterized by sub-
tropical upwelling conditions in the north, desert and savannah con-
ditions around the Equator.
There are 20 independent countries in the region with the island
groups of Madeira and Canaries still under foreign rule. The region
has a total population of 145.62 million with a spread over a large
area (about 8.09 million sq. ~) giving a density of 18 persons per
square skilometre.
The most abundant fish resources of the region are concentrated
off a relatively less populated coastline stretching from Morocco to
Sierra Leone which contrasts with an area of htgh population and low
resources in the south. The ftsheries of the region are very complex
being composed of a large artisanal canoe fishery which overlaps a
semi-industrial and industrial operations of coastal states. Coastal
vii
states fisheries compete wfth shore based and long distant industrial
fleets of non-coastal states. About two-thirds of the total catch of
the region is taken by non-coastal states most of which is not landed
in the region.
Technology in the region is generally low for the exploitation,
utilization and manageMent of fish resources. In association with low
technology are other major constraints such as low investment capital,
poor 1ntrastructural facilities and uncoordinated national as ~ll as
regional planning. Recent national development plans have only indi-
cated the asp1rattons of coastal states to increase production of fish
without a detall analysis of economic, soctal, and nutritional benefits.
Data for such analysis are mostly absent or where available, unreliable.
Some of the stocks 1n the region are already showing signs of over-
exploitation due to the unrestricted effort of non-coastal states.
Over 70S of the total landings by coastal states comes from
the rural ...based arttsanal ftshertes. There are two levels of fisheries
exploitation by coastal states in the region viz; the labor intensive
artisanal fishery with low capital inputs and a capital intensive semi-
industrial and industrial fisheries with low labor intake.
In order to create an incentive for a rapid development of the
rural-based arttsanal fisheries of coastal states, that can actively
compete with large scale industrial fisheries of non-coastal states as
well as coastal states of the region, some states are now moving towards
an integrated approach in their development efforts. Such integrated
projects wtll take into consideratton rural development, provision of
vHi
infrastructural facilities for fish handling and processing, vessel
servicing, repairs and boat building. Socio-economic factors such as
organization of fishermen's cooperatives, financing and marketing in-
stitutions are also vital inputs. Through such integrated develop-
ment projects there is the advantage of establishing an effective
training and extension program by government agencies.
UUHzation of resources in the outer l1mits of the economic
zone or territorial sea as the case may be, will need a different plan-
ning strategy than that of the inshore based artisanal fishery. The
resources in this zone (e.g. tuna, squid, etc.) which can form a good
base for an export oriented industry need very high levels of technology
and are capital intensive. There is, therefore, room for either joint-
ventures with non-coastal states or cooperative regional effort in
investment and training.
Amajor problem in the region for the future development of
coastal and to some extent offshore fisheries is the narrow territorial
seas of coastal states which in recent years have been extended to the
edge of the continental margin and beyond. There 15 no uniform width
of the territorial sea in the region. It now ranges from 12 - 200
ml1es. There 15, therefore, a need for tt\e- harmonization of ter-
ritorial sea limit in the region as had been suggested in the Organiza-
tion of African Unity Declaration of 1973 for a 12 mile territorial
sea and a 200 mile economic zone measured from the same base lines as
the territorial sea. The need for cooperation is more important for the
management of stocks in the region. 'rhere are already indications
that the extended limits of coastal states in the region may lead to
a rapid overexploitation of stocks rather than conserving them due to
uncontrolled issues of Hcenses to non..coastal states to fish within
the extended limits with the temptation to collect revenues from the
licenses and other chlftlS.
Animal protein is in short supply in the region especially in
the southern sector with a high population density. Nigeria for example
has about 40 percent of the total population in the area. Cooperation
for the exploitation of the rich fish resources in the Northern sector
as well as south of the region off Angola and South west Africa is
urgently needed. Adecision to be made is whether the southern coastal
states with high population density should invest in long distant
fleets at very high costs or encourage states with rich resources to
exploit them and export to where the demand is great under a regional
economic arrangement such as the Economic Commission of Wist-African
states.
Also. how will the provisions for land-locked states to fish in
the economic zone of neighboring coastal states as contained in the
OAU declaration on the law of the sea issues. affect regional coopera-
tion in fisheries exploitation in the region is not yet clear.
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I. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
Fisheries development in West Africa is one of the most
recent sectors of economic development in the region w1th the only ex-
ception being Morocco. whtch has had a thriving industrial fishery
based on sardine stocks off its coast for over four decades. Before
1960. most coastal states in the region had narrow territorial sea
limits not exceeding twelve miles. Fishing by coastal states WlS
limited to stocks in shallow inshore Wlters. estuaries. and lagoons.
Foreign non-coastal state fisheries were restricted to the northern
sector south of Spain and north of the Canary Islands. l The size of
the stocks in this regton were completely unknown to coastal and non-
coastal states except for records of biological expeditions that had
been made in the region.
After the second World War. the colonial powers in the region.
primarily the British and French. embarked upon limited biological
research on the potential of fish resources.2 Although a lot of valuable
work was done. very little was achieved in the way of resource assess-
ment and potential for exploitation. Most publications during this
era were concerned with taxonomy and environmental parameters.
At the attainment of independence. coastal states acceded to
most treaties and agreements that were engaged by the colonial powers on
their behalf. Some of these treaties include the charter of the
United lattlns. the 1958 and 1960 Law of the Sea Conventions and many
others. With time. some of the coastal states came to realize that
2.
some of the treaties they had acceded to at independence did not re·
flect their national interest; the 1958 and 1960 Conventions on the
law of the sea are examples of such treaties and conventions that
bothered the states. This became evident between 1965 and 1970 when
the expansion of foreign fisheries in the region took an unprecedented
upward swing. 3 Southern coastal states of the region with limited
resources off their coast also started distant water fisheries to
meet their local consumption. Coastal states saw the provisions of
the 1958 Convention on -the freedom of fishing on the high seasN in·
adequate to meet their nation.l interest in the resources off their
coast. Combined with other reasons,4 there was a wave of unilateral
expansion of territorial limits and exclusive fisheries zones in the
region.
Despite territorial and jurisdfct10nal clafms over the resources
by coastal states, there ts sttll the danger of overexploftatfon of
some stocks fn the region due to heavy f1shfng of fleets from non·
coastal states.~: -':'~~. Although some of the foreign vessels do
obtain licenses from coastal states, thefr catch is uncontrolled be·
cause there is no provision for inspection or restriction on the amount
of fish they can take. The problem is further aggravated by the fact
that some coastal states use licenses issued to foreign fishing vessels
as a source of earning foreign exchange regardless of the effects on
the resources.5
Management of the resources 15 one of the greatest problems in
the regfon. The CECAF, Committee of the East Central Atlantic Fisheries,
was fonned in 1967 under the aegis of the Food and Agr1cul tural
3.
Organisation. Its main function had been to co-ordinate the activi-
ties of coastal and non-coastal states in the region for the exploita-
tion and management of the living resources of the region. Its role
is advisory and not regulatorYi therefore, its working party on resource
evaluation can only make recommendations to member states for adoption
into their national regulations. This is not working well due to the
lack of co-ordination of enforcement among coastal states. There is,
therefore, the need for co-ordinated management and enforcement covering
the migratory and ecological range of the various important stocks in
the region. Management task is further complicated by the intermingling
of a great number of species in the region. An example of this 15
shrimp fishing which affects the juvenile of other bottom species be-
cause of the small meshes used in the gear.
The fisheries of coastal states in the region is dominated by
canoes and small inshore craft which together produce over 70S of
the total landtngs. The arUsanal ftshery as it ts connonly called
is rural-based wtth small remote landing sites strung along the coast-
l1ne, estuaries, lagoons and heads of creeks. The development of this
sector embraces all aspects of rural development in the region. Al-
though it employs a large number of people, the range of operation of
the artisanal ftshery is limited due to constraints in the size of
the vessel, the preservation of the catch, sea worthtness of the craft
and Hmited propulsion. Where offshore resources are available, it is
necessary to develop a higher level of fishing technology using modern
vessels and preservaUon techniques. Thts necessitates adjustment costs
in providing the infrastructure to service the new fleet, the training
4.
of manpower to operate and maintain the crafts and shore·base facilities.
Such developments need to be balanced with the artisanal fisheries to
avoid competition and decline which may lead to hardship and e.igration
from the rural coastal areas. In this connection, there is the need for
national and regional prtcing and marketing policy.
The problem of the distribution of resources is one of the most
important characteristics of the region. There is an abundance of
resources in the northern sector with low population density and a
scarcity of resources in the southern sector with high population density.
Some of the northern states have a surplus of demand and are exporters
of fish, whilst the southern states have a deficit in demand and are
importers to meet the deficit. Paradoxically, some of the fish im.
ported by some states are caught outside the region.6 There is, there-
fore, room for co.operation at a regional scale for the distribution
and marketing of fish and fish products. The newly fonmed Economic
Commission of West African States may provide an avenue for such
co,;;,operation. 7
The provisions for fisheries regulatton in the present Law of
the Sea negotiations may present new problems for coastal states in the
region with regards to their neighboring land· locked states. The rights
of land-locked states within the exclusive economtc zone of coastal
states and the responsibilities to go with them have not been fully
worked out. The preservation of the martne envtronment to conserve
fish stocks and protect their habitat is another aspect that needs re-
gional co-operatton; especially those connected with exploitation of
5.
non-living resources from the sea bed. the transportation of oil and
other toxic substances. and the expansion of industries in the region.
There is a need for harmonized protection laws and collective arrange-
ment for their enforcement throughout the whole region.
The boundaries between terrttorial seas and exclusive economic
zones of the coastal states in the region have to be precisely deter-
mined to avoid future conflicts over resources jurisdiction. There is.
therefore. a need for a dispute settlement arrangement considering the
large number of states that are involved in the region.
II. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REGION
2.1 Definition of the Region
The area discussed in this paper extends from the Straits of
G1bralter to the mouth of the Congo River which is approximately
10.000 Kilometres of coastline. "rhis area is synonymous with the area
of jurisdiction of the Commission of the East Central Atlanttc Fisheries
(CECAF). Some references will be made to the region south of the Congo
River to around the Cape of Good Hope in the jurisdiction of the Com-
mission for the Southeast Atlantic Fisheries (ICSEAF). See Fig. 1
showing study area.
2.2 Cli~te and Vegetation
West Africa extends over three climatic zones: the sub-tropical
in the North, which runs from the Atlantic coast of Morocco to Mauritania,
the tropical which covers Senega' and most of the northern area of the
coastal states and the southern sector of the land-locked states ter-
minating at northern Cameroon, and the equatorial zones covering most
of the coastal states from Guinea-Bissau to Zaire. The sub-tropical
north is dry. with very sparse vegetation; it is mainly covered by the
Sahara desert. The tropical zone is also fairly dry for most of the
year but has light rains during the northern hemisphere sUlllller months.
This gives rise to Savanna (grassland) type vegetation which 15 a
marginal zone between the sahara in the north and the forested zone in
the south. The equatorial zone 15 characterized by dense tropical
"rare L W.. Afrieu Coutal State8
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forests nelr the cOlstal lrel with the estulries. llgoons. and creek.s
having dense mangrove vegetation on their bank.s. There is an alternate
north-south movement of continental and maritime air masses. The con-
tinental air mass which dominates from December to April contains little
moisture and its prevailing northeast wind is the dry dust-laden harmattan
from'the Sahara. From May to November. the prevailing damp southwest
wind brings abundant precipitation. The movement of air masses. there-
fore. causes two distinct seasons in the southern sector of the region;
the drought period. or dry season. and the wet period. or rainy season;
marine life depends to a great extent on the nutrients which are brought
down from the land mass by swift streams in areas where there are
highlands nelr the coast such as Cameroon. Liberia. and Sierra Leone.
Larger rivers like the River Niger also bring down great amounts of
nutrients to coastal Irels which support marine life.
2.3 Physical Characteristics
Most of West Africi is part of the ancient plateau which fo~s the
main land mass of the African continent. The only exception in this
region is the Atlas Mountains at the Northwestern sector of Morocco
which is composed of young fold mountains. The coastline is very smooth
with heavy surf in the southern sector. The smooth coastline is broken
only in places by the mouths of rivers flowing into the Atlantic; but
most of these rivers form extensive lagoons and delta systems at the
coast some of which render the river estuaries useless as harbours.
or for naviglt10n of ocean going vessels. The only natural harbour in
9.
the region south of Morocco is in Sierra Leone where the swift current
of the Sierra Leone River creates a deep water channel on the hilly
Freetown side of the estuary.
III. FACTORS AFFECTING FISH PRODUCTION IN THE REGION
3.1 °rhe Conti nenta1 Shelf
The continental shelf is part of an extension of the continental
mass below the ocean up to the base of the continental rise. The con-
tinental shelf proper is the gradual sloping area from the coast sea-
wards up to the 200 meter depth contour. The width of this area varies
throughout the world; in some areas it is very extensive whilst in
others it 15 absent. West Africa 15 not very much endowed with extensive
continental shelf; but by African standards, the area between Senegal
and Sierra Leone is the most fortunate in the Continent. (See Map 1).
The continental shelf is the most productive area of the oceans, providing
over 90S of all living resources.
In West Africa, the shelf varies in width between 110 miles off
the Guinea coast to 6 miles off Morocco and 8 miles off Togo and
Gabon. The area of continental shelf available to the various coastal
states of the region also varies and has no relationship to the size
of the land mass or the length of the coastline with the exception of
Morocco which has the longest coastline and largest shelf area in the
region. See Table 1.
3.2 Oceanographic Characteristics of the Region
The d1strtbution of plankton and macrobiomass varies widely
throughout the regton, and these variations in feed coupled with the
11.
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!able 1- Select~ data on r1SCmg areas
l
Coastline Continental Shel! area
Co1Dl'tr7 (excludinc i.lan4B) width thouancl
kilOllletre. nautical mile. squAre kilometre.
.crococ 1,750 6 - 50 60.0
Xacleira 1.1.... • 2.0
CaDa17 I.lazuls • • 3.0
BE-8paDi.h Sahara 1,100 13-
-" 55.1
"vitaDia 667 13 - 79 33.9
s.ep.l 718 8-
"
23.8
a-bia 70 41 -
"
3.7
Cape Verd.e
• • 3.0
CJuinea Bissau 300 40 - i05 45.0
Oa1nea 3" 70 - 110 50.2
Sierra Leone 570 15 - 80 30.0
Liberia 537 10 - 35 18.4 ,-
I'V0%'7 Cout 500 11 - 20 12.2
Ohana 528 13 - se 27.3
IfoF ' , 48 8 .: 15 1.2
leDin, 120 '14- 15 3.1 ,, -
_ipria 669 18 - 35 37.9 _
caaeroon 346 17 -
"
12.9 - --- ,, ,
'.
J',qu.torial ChWlea 380 12 - 30 10.5 ' -,.
Oabon 739- 8- 40 35.4 . '
Sao Ifcae and Prinoipe
• • 2.0
00JIc0 156 27 - 35 8.6 • ,I
za!zoe 41 27 - 54 1.1
Ifot&1 9,964 492.4
So1D'oel PolO JI1sher;y C01IIltr;y Profile. ', !
-
CZC.tP Project eri1ll&te.
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ocean currents affect the quantity and availability of fish. The
Canary Current moves southward from 360 North latitude to about 18°
North and then joins the Equatorial Current to move eastward along the
Guinea coast towards the equator. It is met by the Benguela Current
flowing northward from southwest Africa. The most important oceano-
graphic characteristic affecting fish production 15 upwelling.
3.3 Upwelling
Upwe111 ng of cold nutrient r1 ch waters to the surface fOnAS the
most important hYdrological phenomenon for fish production in the
mar1 ne envtronnent of the region. The most important sectors for th1 s
are the north subtropical region, local and seasonal occurences in
the Gulf of Guinea and the area south of the region off southwest
Africa and Angola.
Upwelling phenomenon has been studied in the zone around the
Atlantic coast of Morocco more than any where else in the region. The
combination of w1'nd dtrectfon. coastal configuration. and sunshine
determine the amount of fish productton off the coast of Morocco. See
Fig. 2. Three zones have been defined along the Atlantic fishing
grounds off Morocco; the first zone (from Cape Spartel south to El
Jadida) 15 marked by warm waters, where t..peratures average from 200
to 21 0C (71 0 to 7~F). The second zone (southward from El Jad1da to
Agad1r) is a l'mix1ng zone" of wann and cold waters which meet there
and are pushed out towards the high seas. Temperatures average 190C
(640 F to 6SoF) in this zone. The third zone (south of Agad1r) is
WARM
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WATERS
COLO
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Figure 2. An illuseration of .the upwelling found
in the Atl:lntic Ocean off ~1orocco I s southern coast.
-.-.- ------·---··---SOurce: U:S:··O-epartment ·or·Comrrte-ree, .National- Technical
Information Service.
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marked by cold waters averaging between 160 and 170C (560 to 570F).
Temperature differences have a direct bearing on Morocco's fish popula-
tions and fishing grounds, especially so for sardines. (See Fig. 3
showing the various water temperature zones.) The sardine stocks are
influenced by cyclical meteorological phenomena.8 This is a dry
wind from the northeast which slowly gathers strength to peak every
7 or 8 years, and then looses its force again. The hot dry wind sweeps
down over the flat Moroccan interior regions untl1 it 15 deflected
towards the Atlantic by the Atlas Mountains (Fig. 4). These winds
cause movement of surface water which produces counter-movement of a
colder, mineral-rich water mass from the depths of the continental
shelf leading to the phenomenon of upwelling which makes available
nutrient salts, particularly phosphorous and nitrogen compounds which
when exposed to sunlight produce a super-abundant bloom of plankton.
See Fig. 5.
Less intense, but more widely spread than the Moroccan phenomenon,
is the effect of the southward flowing Canary Current. This movement of
water mass parallel to the coast causes a deflection of surface waters
away from the coast westwards. The surface water 15 replaced by cold
nutrient rich water from the bed of the continental shelf to the upper
layers which when exposed to sunlight produces abundant phytoplankton
which is the primary source of fish production. The mechanism here
is the same as that described for the northeast winds off Morocco.
except that the former is wind stimulated and the latter is caused by
._~.- -..
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.Figure 3 --Water temperatures off Morocco's
Atlantic Ocean coast.
Source:U~S~Departmentof COll111erce. National Technical
Information Service.
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the resultant movement of weter mass and the rotation of the earth
known as the Cor1011s force. The influence of the Canary Current is
felt from up to G1bralter in summer and down to Northern Sierra Leone
in the south during winter. During the Harmattan period. the northeast
wind from the Sahara blowing over the coast to the ocean also strengthen
the effects of the Canary Current from Senegal to Sierra Leone. 9
Upwelling in the southern area of the region is localized and
seasonal. The well known occurences are found in the equatorial zone
particularly along the Gulf of Guinea proper between Ivory Coast
and Benin. These upwellings are wind induced which is responsible for
their impermanence and unreliability. Fish production is consequently
unreliable and subject to great variation from year to year. Areas
outside the upwelling zone in this sector are characterized by generally
low levels of nutrients and rather low fish productivity.
South of the Nest African region is another area of upwelling
due to the northward movement of the cold Benguela Current which pro-
duces the same effect as the Canary Current in the opposite direction.
Its influence extends to Zaire and Congo which are found at the southern
extreme of the region under discussion.
The most pennanent upwellings are found around the tropics
of Cancer and Capricorn. off areas adjacent to the sahara and Kalahari
deserts;. These are areas with low population density and consequently
low coastal fishing activity. This is in contrast to the equatorial
zone wfth dense population and acthe coastal fisheries. but relatively
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poor resources. The area between Ivory Coast and Nigeria is the
most peculiar in this respect.
3.4 Contribution to Nutrients from Land Run-off and Wind
Transportation
Run-off from the upland transports materials which contain
nutrients that support marine life in the coastal areas. This is
especially true of life in brackish lagoons and estuaries found in
the coastal areas of most of the states south of Senegal in the
region. Lagoons and estuaries p1ay an important role in fish production
in the southern states. The bulk of the marine fish production of
Nigeria, for example, comes from its lagoons, estuaries, and creeks.10
The river Niger forms an extensive lagoon system at the coast pro-
ducing large quantities of fish which are supported by tons of nutrients
brought down by the Niger. Lagoons and estuaries also provide nurseries
for eggs, larvae, and juvenile marine life that go to support offshore
fisheries such as the pink shrimp (Penaeus duroarum) the young of
which spend its early life in brackish lagoons and estuaries. The
common shad-like fish locally known as bonga (Ethmalosa fimbriate)
is produced mainly from lagoons and estuaries; the juvenile and young
adults are supported by phytoplankton in shallow inshore waters. Thus
in the southern sector, especially in the Gulf of Guinea, where off-
shore resources are limited and demand is very high, the inshore water
bodies playa significant role in fish production. l l The saharan
dust blown with the IIharmattan wind ll during the winter months transports
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a lot of materials which are deposited on the surface waters of the
Eastern Atlantic and further west on to the Caribbean region. It is
possible that these materials carry with them some nutrients that
contribute to support life when they enter the surface waters of the
ocean. Despite the absence of any research to support this assump-
tion, it may not be too far fetched when it fs considered that there
are active phosphate mines near the coast in Morocco, Mauritanfa, and
Segegal. There is the need for research into this area to assess
the contributfon of wfnd transported nutrfents to the productivity
of coastal waters in the region.
IV. THE FISH RESOURCES OF THE REGION
4.1 General Characteristics
The fish resources of the region can be divided into four
major groups:
1. The demersals (bottom living species such as soles,
breams, croakers, etc.)
2. The pelagic species (surface and mid-water species
such as sardines .nd Sardinella, Mackrels, etc.)
3. Ocean pelagic species (tuna and tuna-like species)
4. Shellfish (shrimp, oysters, lobsters, octopus,
etc. )
4.2 The Demersal Stocks
The demersal stocks in the region are limited in abundance and
most of them are now heavily exploited or have reached a stage of over-
exploit.tion. The demersal fish fauna varies according to seabed type
and temperature. In the central tropical area, where wann waters are
consistently found, and in waters of less than 50 meters, there is a
"croaker fauna and a "snapper" fauna. The "croaker" fauna predomi-
nantly occurs over the soft seabed and consists of croakers (Scianidae),
grunters (Pomadlsydae), spadefish (Drepanidae), thread fins (Polynemidae),
and soles (Cynogolssidae). The "snapper" fauna is found over hard
seabed; it principally consists of sea breams (Sparidae), snappers
(Lutjanidae), groupers (Serranidae) and gunnards (Triglidae). The
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"croaker" fauna is nonnally found above the thennocl1 ne , whilst the
snapper fauna can be found both above and below the thennocl1ne. In
low salinity waters, particularly near lagoons and river mouths, the
demersal fauna consists of large croakers (Pseudotol1thus sp.) and
catfish (Ar1us sp.).
The total estimated catch of demersal species in the region 15
about 450 thousand metri c tons. The northern sector produces about
300 thousand tons and the southern sector about 150 thousand tons.12
Recent data have fallen below these figures indicating a decl1ne in
the stocks.13 See Table 2-3 showing catch for some stocks in the
northern sector.
Apart from trawl fisheries, there are numerous inshore fisheries
in the lagoons and coastal areas by small scale part-time fishermen.
Most of their catches rarely enter national fish landing data because
landing sites are very dispersed, and numerous. Such landings may
be producing about 10-151 more than the present est1amted landings.
4.3 The Pelagfc Stocks
The pelagic species are the most abundant of all living marine
resources in the region. The most important species are the Sardines
(Sardina p11chardus), Sardfnella species (Sard1nella aur1ta and ~. eba).
Mackrels (e.g. Trachurus trachurus, T. trecaa. and Scomber Japon1cus),
Bluefish (Pomatomus sp.), Bonga (Ethmalosa f1mbr1ata), and auchovy
(Anchoa gU1neensis).
Accordtng to exploratory surveys conducted by the F1sher1es
Institute of the Off1ce National des Peche, 1n cooperat10n with the
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United Nations Development Program/Food and Agricultural Organization
(UNDP/FAO) project in Casablanca, Morocco's total sardine biomass
approximate 2.4 million metric tons. In addition to work on sardines,
the project also conducted a bioacoustic survey of other fish species
which migrate in deep, offshore waters. If initial estimates for
trumpet fish (Macro-rhamhosus spp.) are correct, their total production
might exceed that of sardines which can increase the total biomass
available in the range of 2.5 and 6.0 million tons. There is at
14present no established fishery for trumpet fish.
The sardinella species form the next most abundant pelagic species
in the region. In 1974, about 1.2 million metric tons were harvested;
approximately 70% of this was taken from the northern sector of the
region. Although the catch of sardinella in the northern sector has
been increasing between 1965 and 1974, FAO has classified the stocks
in this sector as intensively exploited, whilst the stocks in the
southern sector are classified as lightly exploited. See Table 4
showing recent estimates of catch potential and exploitation in the
region.
4.4 OCean Pelag1cs
The yellowfin tuna in the northern sector is now fully ex-
ploited; the potential is estimated at 90 thousand tons, but since
1971 catches have exceeded this figure and have been rising. The
other species of tuna found in the region are either lightly exploited
or moderately exploited. The potential in the southern sector is not
Table .4. Recent estimates ot catch, potential and exploitation
Principal . Catohes ('000 tons) State of ManagementZones Stocks . oountries EstiJDated exploitation measures
potential 1965 1970 1971 1973 1974
Oceanic Tunas'
. TeITOwfin ) Spain, 9O(a) 70(a) .. 76(a) ; 96(a) 94(a) 108(a) Fully Minim. siBe
France, exploited (J.2 kg)
Biseye ) Japan, Unknown 29(a) . 28(a) 35(a) 42(a) ·53(a). Intensively adopted by ,
Rep.of Korea but not ICCAT
U.S.A., fully
China, etc. exploited
Skipjack ) . 125-25O(a) 32(a) ·65(a) 77(a) 79(a) 115(a) Moderately
exploited
Northern Hake U.S.S.R., ~e 10s 28(b) 31(b) 39(b) 104~:~ 94~:~ Probably 70 _ mesh sillesubtropical (European/ Portugal, fully ·recOBlended by
Mauritanian/ Morocoo, eto. exploited croll'
Seneplese)
Sea breams U.S.S.R., 160(+) 88(d) . . 100(d) 144(d) • 11O(d) 154(d) Fully 70 _ mesh siB.
Spain, exploited recommended by.
Senegal, .' • CECAli'Greece,
Portugal,
JapdJI, etc.
Cephalopods Spain,
OCtopus 'Japan, 100 73(b) 88(b) 110(b) .31(b) 100(b) OYer- 60 _ mesh eise
Hep.of Korea . , .exploited recOIDIDended by
Cuttlefish ~.S.S.R., . 45 44(b) 27(b) 44(b) 53(b) 49(b) CECAli' for'
Oreece, etc. 16(~) proteotingSquid 31 22(b) 25(b) 29(b) 37(b) underBised
sea bre._
~ Morocco, sOlIe 100s 190(d) . 236(d) 264(d) 462(4) 408(d) IntenBivel,y .
sardine Poland, exploited
Spain,
.U.S.S.R.,
etc.
SardineUas} U.3.S.R., 1,5OO(?) 16(d) 540(d) 510(d) .. 505(d) 616(d) .Intensively·
. BeI'llluda, ' . .. exploited
Horse ~ Ho""y, 51{d) .330(d) 430(d) 490(4) 415(d) Probablymackerels Senepl, intensively N
Polend, exploited .....
Mackerel } eto. 69(b) 261 (b) 220(b) 144(b) 181(b) Probably
tully
exploited
'!'able 4. (continued)
--
catches ('000 1;ons)
ZOnes . Stocks Prinoipal • State of Management
. countries Estillated 1965' , '1970 1971 1973 1974 exploitation lIeasurespotential
~chovy Morocco UnlmOWll 1(b) 5(b) 2(b) 2(b) 1(b) ~ishtly
exploited
tru.pet fish Morooco UnknOWll 0 0 0 2(b) 5(b) , , Unexploitecl
Southern Inshore
_u I 300(1) (e) (e) (e) (e) , (e) Intensivelytropical d.ersal countries or rully
exploited
ottshore Coastal , Moderately Mesh si.e and/
d.er8al "oountries, exploited or nee1; si••
~
control in aPink shrill~ , 15(1) , 1(b) 7(b) 11(b) 10(b)' "12(b) Becoming
'fully fev oountrie.
exploited
Sarclinella8 Ivor,y Coast, UnkneMa 6(d) , 29(d) )B(d) 43(4) 38(d) LightlySierra Leone Sierra Leone exploited
Ivory Coa8tl
, Ghana 1.017 Coast, 50 7(4) , -4Q(d) 125(d) 28(d) '32(d) Pos8ibl"Cabon, 'Congo ,Oball$ over-
(Angola) • exploited
Angola,
••e lOOs(1) 5(4) , 6(d) 15(d) 17(d) 17(4) Ligbtl" ,Congo exploited
except ott
Angola
lIackerel ~a, Unknown 1(b) 7(b) 21(b) 11(b) 1(b) . Lightlyfvory Coast .: exploited'
Bone Coastal Unknown (e) (e) (e) (e) . (e) Locally
, countries intensively,
exploited
1~220(t) 2,984(t) 3,259(t) 3,435(t) 3,656(f)
• iI" ICOl' ....... rot';'... t~ th. Oho'••t,..t.o, .....jor.ty ot t.ob'ng'o..t •• '0 COCAP ....0.
b Source. CECJ.P stati8tical Bulletin ' ,
C Apparently abnol'1laliy high catobe. reported b.J U.S.S.R" tor 1973 and 1974 .
d Source. Report ot the 3rd Session ot the CJ:CJ.P Working Party on Re80urces Evaluation
e Detailed catches unavailable '. . N
t Source I FAO Yearbook ot Fi8hery StatistiQs, . (X)
Source: Data compiled by the Aquatic ResourCUJ8 Survey' and Evaluation Service, FAO
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known, but there are tuna like resources found north and south of the
equator which have not been fully explored and exploitation is very
m1nimal. 15
4.5 Shellfish
There has not been any reliable estimates of the potential of
shellfish resources in the region. Various coastal states and non-
coastal states fishing in the area produce unrecorded· quantities of
shellfish as incidental to other catches, particularly in the trawl
fisheries. The most frequently caught shellfish in trawl catches is
the pink shrimp (Penaeus duorarum). In the southern sector from
Senegal to Zaire off the mouths of large rivers and in lagoons, shrimps
are produced mainly for export, but subsistence fishermen and fisherwomen
also catch undetermined quantities for home consumption. In 1974,
16
an estimated 12 thousand tons were harvested; most of this was exported.
Spiny lobsters are also caught in trawl nets as incidental to the
catch for other species but the potential is not known. The Moroccan
rocky Atlantic coastline has traditionally provided a habitat for
three species of lobster: the Norway lobster (Nephrops novegicus), the
European lobster (Hamarus vulgaris), and the European spiny lobster
(E. Mauritanicus) are known to exist in sizable quantities off
Mauritania and eX-Spanish Sahara. There is no fishery on the "green
lobsters" at the moment. The European lobster catch averaged 20 tons
per year during 1958-75; Norway lobster--ll tons, and Spiny lobster--
29 tons per year during the same period.17
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small quantities of Spiny lobsters are also harvested byartisanal
fishermen in Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Ivory Coast using ring gill
nets around rocky coastal areas and in the lagoons. Records of catches
are not maintained for this fishery.
The inshore areas from Southern senegal to Zaire, especially
the estuaries, bays, lagoons, and creeks are usually bordered by
mangrove trees from their seaward extremities upstream as far as
negligible sal1ntty concentrations. These mangroves support large
populations of edible oysters. 18 There has been no reliable estimates
of the potential of this resource in the region, but it does provide a
source for subsistence exploitation especially during periods of
inclement weather when fishermen cannot venture out to sea. In associa-
tion with oysters in the inshore areas are found other bivalves such
as clams and cockles, and snails on the substratum bordering the man-
groove trees and some coastal banks. Like oysters these also sup-
port a subsistence fishery, although in the case of cockles they are
collected and sun-dried for sale to inland areas and for export,
especially in Gambia.
4.6 Aquaculture
As already stated above, West Africa has extensive lagoons,
estuaries and creeks along the coast. 19 These areas are often of a
delicate biological nature and when disturbed, can often be dis-
advantageously upset. Brackish water culture or marine aquaculture is
not yet practiced on I wide scale in the region. several attempts are
~.
being made to develop the techniques for production of fish and shell-
fish from inshore brackish water areas. If success is achieved. the
potential for large scale aquaculture will be quite immense in the
region. Experiments are now going on in Nigeria for lagoon culture of
fish and various projects for oyster production and shrimp culture
are underway in a number of states in the region.20
V. THE FISHERIES OF THE REGION
5.1 General Background
Marine fishing in West Africa is a recent activity in the history
of fish exploitation in the region. Only in Ghana, Sierra Leone and
Senegal has a marine fishing tradition been long established; in other
countries ffsh has been traditionally caught in swamps, lakes, rivers,
estuaries and coastal lagoons.
Foreign fishing which started in the 1920's off Morocco for the
exploitation of sardines started to gain momentum tn the 1950's
with the intensive exploitation of tuna in the Northern sector on a
seasonal basis. 2l By the 1960's foreign fishing in the region escalated
into an industrial dimenston with medium to large size trawlers using
midwater and high opening bottom trawls. Catches up to this time
were mainly for human consumption in the home countries of the fishing
nations. Since 1969 fishing fleets from Norway, Bermuda and South
Africa joined the trawling fleets of USSR, Poland, German Democratic
Republic, Bulgaria and Romania with purse seine fishing for sardinella
wi th large factory ships, some of whi ch were converted whal1 ng factory
ships, and the catches were reduced to fish meal and oil.
Before 1950 fishing by coastal states of the region consisted
mainly of inshore operations by non-powered canoes except in Morocco
where a somewhat industrialized fishery for sardines had developed. In-
shore and near-water trawlers gradually developed and are now based
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at all ports along the coast, which produce fresh and frozen fish for
local consumption.
There are also foreign owned vessels based in a few coastal
states catching cephalopods and sea breams for export. A number of
coastal states also provide bases for shrimp and tuna vessels, the
catches of which are also for export. (see Table 5-6 showing dis-
tribution of locally based vessels by country for 1965 and 1974.)
The fisheries of the region can be divided into four sections:
(1 ) The canoe or arti sana1 fi shery
(2) The inshore and near~water semi-industrial fishery
(3) The distant-water fishery
(4) Non-coastal state fishery
5.2 The Canoe Fisheries
Generally, the canoe fisheries are characterized by
(a) low technology
(b) low capital investment
(c) low maintenance cOfts
(d) crafts of limited range suitable for landing at widely
dispersed sites
(e) large numbers of craft fishing in limited areas
(f) highly labour intensive
(g) poor handling and processing of catch at sea and ashore; and
(h) small catches per trip
·T&bie ,5
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Approx1llate landiDg o~ locall;r-bUed ft8••le (1965)
thouaancl tOJl8
C01ll1tr,' JriiAD&l hclutri&l 'fotal PercatArtiaaDa.1
.orooco. 1.0 230.0 231.0 0.0
JI&1Zrituia. . 0.8 2.6 3.4 23.5
aenepl 83.3 5.2 88.~ 94.1
Qaabia 3.2 3.2 . 100.0
. O1Ii.zlea 4.0 0.8 4.8 83.3
Sierra wOlle 18.0 3.0 . 21.0 85.7
Liberia ,.0 2.2 7.2 69.4 .
I'YOr,' coast 15.0 38.9 53.9 27.8
Ghua 43.2· 24.4 67.6 63.9
·!01O 4.0 4.0 100.0
:&eniD 3.5 1.0 4.5 77.8
Jf1pria 32.0 2.2 34.2 93.0.
CaeroOD .15.4 11.5 26.9 57.2
Equatorial Oainea 2.0 0.9 2.9 69.0
CIaboD 1.0 1.7 2.7 37.0
00D.c0 1.7 11.6 13.3 12.8
Z&!re 0.2 12.5 12.7 15.7
Ifotal or a:.rera;JJ 232.3 118.5 350.8 66.2
Ifotal ora~ 200.3 116.3 316.6 63.3
11. exo11l41Dg Xorooco .y uo11ld.iJ1g ](orocco and. Jfipria
Sou:rce. IAcoin and. SalaOD (1967 and. 1970)
CECAl' Project est:t.u.te.
!able 6 JpF<$h!ate l&ndiy! ot loC&llr-bued. "'••••11 (1974)
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thou&Dd ton.
Co1mt%')" J.zotiAD&1. 1Dd:utrial !fotal P.roentJ.zotiaan&1 _
.crooco . 1.0 230.0 231.0 0.0
Xa1Irit&D1a 1.0 71.0 72.0 1.4-
Seupl 263.0 85.0 .34-8.0 75.6
a-bia. 10.0 14-.0- 24.0 4-1.7
OU1Jlea 4.0 10.0 14.0 ·40.0
Sierra Leone ·55.0· 3".0 58.0 94.8
Liberia .. 20.0 4.0 24.0 83.3
1",01'7 Coaet . 24·.0 38.5 67.5 35.5
Ghan& 109.0 88.0 197.0 55.3
'1'010 3.0 1.0 4.0 75.0
Benin 3.0 4.0 7.0 42.8
lfipria 378.0 10.0 ")88.0 97.4
cameroon )4.0 21.0 45.0 75.5
(]abeD. "2.0 3.0 5.0 40.0
- .
·Coqo 5.0 11.0 16.0 31.2
z&!re 2.0 8.0 10.0 20.0
!otai or a",.r&;jJ
.
913.0 371.5 1,284.5 71.1
lfotai or aver~ 535.0 361.5 896.5 59.7
l/. a:olud.ing MoroocoII a:ol11d.:ing Morocco and. lfigeria
Sowroe. CECD Projeot .nUtate.
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The canoe fishery still remains the most important sector of
fish production by coastal states in the region ~th the exception of
Morocco and the Ivory Coast. The canoes are of different types and
sizes and their level of production reflect their size. Larger canoes
tend to fish farther away from shore. carry more men and make bigger
catches, whilst smaller canoes are restricted to shallow inshore
waters, carry smaller gear and few men and make smaller catches. In
Sierra Leone. Williams (1966) identified four types of canoes ranging
from one-man canoes to nine-men canoes. 22 See Fig. 6(a) and 6(b).
Production of the canoe fishery in the region has shown remarkable
increases during the past decade. In the southern area where canoes
are more predominant. 116.500 tons of fish were produced in 1965 and
560.000 tons in 1974. an increase of almost 500 percent. _This in-
crease has been associated with governmental interventions such as
motorization. loan schemes. gear improvement. 1ntroudct1on of new
fishing methods and extension schemes. See Tables 7-8.
The motorization of the canoes in their present forms is an end
in their development. They are ideal for lagoon. creeks and estuaries
which experience only slight swells with the most severe storm, but
in the open sea they are un.table",~ and are Hable to capsize in
heavy seas. They are useful for fishing in waters close to their
landing base where they can quickly return to after a catch. Fishing
away from base presents problems with deterioration of the catch
because the craft has no provision for protection of catch from the
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Table 1 _ Approximate n,.ber o~ canoe. (1965)
Co1mtr,- "on 1I0torised. Xotorised. Total Percent1I0torised.
llaritania ••• 10 10 •
Senepl ·3,694. 1,824 5,518 33
Gambia 141 73 214 34
GuiDea ••• ... 1,300 •
Sierra.Leone 2,150 - 114 2,264 5
Liberia ••• • •• . 1,700
lvor;r Coast ...- ••• 2,124 •
CbaDa 7,090 3,122 10,212 31
Togo 438 25 463 5
Benin 552 14 566 2
"igeria ••• ••• 10,000 •
Cameroon 4,150 295 4,445 7
Equatorial Guinea 937 88 1,025 . 9
Gabon 500 50 550 9
Sao Tome and Prinoipe 1,460 7 1,467 . •
CoJ2&'O 448 12 460 •
ZaIre 84 ••• .84 .
Source, Lqain and salmon (1967 arid 1970)
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hble 8 J.ppro;:lJIate n1llllber of canoe. (1914)
,-
Count17 lion aotorbed. xotorieed. '1'otal PercentIlotorieed
.Jl&1JZ'itania ••• ••• 132 • ••
sene~ 2,255 4,187 6,442 65
a-bia 123 227 .·,350 65
cape Verde ••• ••• 800 •••
OUinea !ieeau ••• 40 • •• • ••
Quinea ••• ••• • •• 17
Sierra Leone 4;887 1,400 6,067 23
Ivory Ccut ••• • •• 2,800 ...
CJhaD& 1,078 7,168 8,238 87
lfoso 349 254 603 42
!enin 400 100 ~ 20
lligeria ••• ••• 69,627 ...
c.eroon 5,100 800 '5,9r:iY 13
Qabon 415 185 600 31'
Coqo 415 85 500 17
jJ. 1970Y 1973
Souroe. CECAP Projeot e.ttaate.
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heat of the sun. It is impractical to build fish holds for icing
the catch in a canoe. The only alternative is the introduction of a
new design of vessels using simple inboard engines with provision
for an insulated fish hold and enough room for carrying the gear.
In Ghana, a fleet of nine meters vessels were built locally in
the 50's having inboard engines to replace dugout canoes. These were
acquired by fishermen through a government loan scheme. The scheme
had been affected by difficulties in repaYments and the decline of the
sardine resources off the coast on which the fleet depended in addition
to lack of proper care and maintenance. 23
The operation of outboard engines using gasoline as fuel has
become very expensive for most canoe fishermen in recent years especially
with the rising cost of fuel in some of the countries of the region.
Another factor against the long term use of outboard engines in the
canoe fishery is that the life span of these engines is very short
with everyday commercial use. They are delicate and need special
handling. They also stand the risk of total loss by falling into
the sea especially when they are hung on ramps without a safety chain
being anchored to the craft. The life span of an engine does not
exceed three years. 24
The canoe fisheries are concentrated on inshore pelagic stocks
particularly the bonga and sardinella species and inshore demersal
stocks. Pelagic fishing from canoes was mainly by the use of cast nets
in estuaries, lagoons and creeks where stability is not a problem
for the craft. 25 The cast nets were made out of vegetable fibers,
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i.e. cotton or palm fiber. With the introduction of synthetic fibers.
large pelagic nets became possible. This gave rise to the "Al1 net"
found in Ghana and the drift gill net and bottom gill nets for demersal
species. Also. beach seine became popular along coastal areas with
smooth sandy beaches. Recently a canoe purse-seine was developed by
F.A.O. in Senegal using light material that can be handled manually.26
The use of this method is now found in Ivory Coast and Ghana. Intro-
duction into Sierra Leone ,has been resented by local fishermen but
the ~tINernment is now trying to educate and train fishermen in its
use.27
The canoe fishery is burdened with many problems. Apart from
difficulty with the craft in open and distant waters. there are other
problems with the organization of the shore-based sector of the fishery.
These include the lack of proper landing sites, poor handling and
processing facilities, and distance from landing site to major centers
of consumption.
The most prosperous fishing villages are those that are accessible
by all weather roads. are located near good fishing grounds with access
at all stages of the tide for vessels. and are near large population
centers. At such villages. thriving fresh fish markets have developed
which are stimulated by high prices they receive from nearby popula-
tion center~. Other locations more remote from market have to preserve
their catch by hot smoking or sun drying and sell to fish dealers
who are responsible for transportation to the market. In many areas
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there is a lot of wastage in this system as the product deteriorates
before reaching the consumer due to breakage as a result of poor
packing and/or insect infestation. This results in low prices offered
to the fishe~en for their catch to compensate for the wastage before
and during retailing.
Landings of canoes are very dispersed along the coastline in
small quantities which makes centralized landing and processing of catch
impossible. Many of the landing locations lack any form of social
amenity which makes the introduction of improved processing techniques
difficult.
5.3 The Inshore Semi-Industrial Fishery
The inshore industrial fishery like the distant water fishery is
a recent development in coastal state fisheries in the region with
the exception of Morocco. Most of the vessels entered the fishery
within the past twenty five years. In Sierra Leone, Liberia and
Guinea, for example, inshore semi-industrial fishing started with old
Mediterranean trawlers from southern Italy. These were originally
owned and operated by Italian skippers and engineers with deck hands
from their port of operation.28 The vessels were small 15-20 meters
in length and 250 horse power, old and inefficient. They broke down
very often loosing many valuable fishing days at sea. Spares were
difficult to come by because the engines were foreign to the region.
In the Gulf of Guinea area, trawling similarly started with small in-
shore vessels off the coast of Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Nigeria
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and Zaire. All of the vessels were small in size, not exceeding twenty
meters, because of the inavailability of port facilities and adequate
technical services for repairs and maintenance. In Sierra Leone for
example there is no special fishing port in the harbour. Fishing
vessels have to transfer their catch into smaller crafts from mid-
stream or use the merchant vessel port for discharge. The only docking
facility available for fishing vessels of limited draft is privately
owned. This is true of many other states in the region. Where there
is a fish harbour as in Ghana, Senegal and Ivory Coast, it is inade-
quate to meet the demands of the fleets. This is causing considerable
delays to the operation of fishing vessels and consequently add to
the cost of operation. The economics of vessel operation has been
worked out for the various states in the region. If the "turn around
t1me,,29 can be reduced by the provision of adequate port facilities,
it 15 expected that operating cost can be considerably reduced and
production increased.
Inshore trawling provides fresh demersal fish for most coastal
cities in the region which in most cases are the capital cities where
demand is high.30 The vessels spend three to five days at sea and
preserve their catch on ice. The catch has to be sold within twenty
four hours after landing as there are no shore freezing facilities
to freeze and store any surplus•. Prices, therefore, depend on supply
and demand.
Ghana has the most advanced semi-industrial fishery of coastal
states in the region after Morocco. There are three classes of inshore
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semi-industrial vessels. These are the small trawlers of 27 to
30 feet in length which form the next step in the development of the
canoe. 31 Most of the vessels carry either a 110 horsepower inboard
marine engine or a 109 horsepower non~ar1ne diesel engine. They
make only daily trips of 10-12 hours. It is estimated that there are
about 108 vessels in this class in operation in Ghana producing
about 9,000 tons of fish. 32
The next class is the purse seines. These are in size groups
of 40, 45, and 50 feet. The purse seining fishery is unfortunately
in the decline in Ghana due to the collapse of the Sardinella aurita
resources off the coast. There are about 60 vessels equipped for
sardine fishing, but only about 20 are in operation due to the decline
in the resource. The rest are tied up. Table 9 below shows the
variation in the landing of purse seines between 1968 and 1975.
Table 9
landings from Purse Seiners in Ghana
(Thousand Tons)
Year Sardines Mackerel Other Total
1968 3.8 ·.. 3.6 7.41969 5.8 ·.. 5.2 11.01970 4.9 3.0 4.0 12.0
1971 3.7 2.1 2.6 8.4
1972 10.3 0.9 1.7 12.9
1973 0.9 0.9 1.4 3.2
1974 1.0 ·.. 0.8 1.81975 0.9 ·.. ... 1.8
Source: Department of Fisheries
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The third class is the coastal trawlers. These range in size
from 70 - 120 feet. Unlfke the preceeding classes of vessels, this
class was not constructed in Ghana; it is of steel rather than wood
and imported. Although some were purchased new, a number of them
are old ships from Europe and Japan. Mechanical breakdown fs very
frequent which results in loss of fishing time. This coupled with
port problems results in consfderable loss in fishing time and fncrease
operating cost. The area of operation extends from Cotonou to Ivory
Coast and most of them land at Tema which is the major fishing port
in Ghana.
5.4 The Industrial Fisheries
5.4.1 Industrial fisheries in the region are of three types.
Coastal industrial, distant water industrial and foreign industrial.
Coastal industrial fisheries are common to coastal states in the northern
sector where abundant resources are close to shore and in the southern
sector for highly priced shrimp resources found near the mouths of
large rivers and lagoons which are exploited mainly for export.33
Distant water industrial fisheries are based mainly at the
southern sector where demand is high and resources are limited. Foreign
industrial fisheries comprise fleets from ou~side the region which
fish off the coast and return all or part of their catch to their home
ports or process their catch through factory ships for trans-shipment
to their home ports without making use of any port facility in the
region.
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The most important coastal industrial fishery in the region is
the Moroccan fishery. "rhe sardine fishery dominates all industrial
fishery activities in the country.
In 1975,21,000 fishermen landed 235,756 tans of fishery products
including 205,783 tons of "industrial" fish (used for canning or
reduction into fish meal), 2~'440 tons of fresh fish for consumption,
48 tons of crustaceans and 52 tons of mollusks; 95% of the total
catch was taken from the Atlantic and 5% from the Mediterranean. The
Atlantic, therefore, provides the resources for most of the fishing
34
activity of Morocco.
In 1976 Morocco annexed the northern half of ex-Spanish sahara.
This opened up new fishing grounds to Morocco'sftshermenwhich are
believed to contain 1.7 million tons of sardines. This could make
the country one of the biggest sardine producers in the world. Recent
studies of Morocco's coastal waters have indicated that trumpet fish,
a "trash" fish, is available in quantities potentially greater than
that of the sardine resources. Experiments are underway with this
fish for production of fish meal. If successful, this fish could open
up a new fishing industry for Morocco.
Sardine fishing is the most important sector of the fishing
industry of Morocco and with the potential resource off ex-Spanish
Sahara, there is a big chance of further expansion. The fishery con-
tributes significantly to the country's economic growth. 35
The production of sardines is closely associated with meteoro-
logical activities which produce upwelling conditions off the coast.36
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For instance, in 1973 a catch of 345,558 tons was made by 352 seines
when conditions were optimal, but by 1975 the catch had reduced to
half that quantity due to decrease in meteorological activities.
Table 10 shows historical recordings of catches illustrating the
cyclical fluctuation in catches.
Sardines form the basic raw material for the industrial fish
processing sectOr of Morocco. Because of poor handling at sea, only
25 a 35 percent of the catch is actually used for canning while over
50 percent is used for reduction to fish meal and oil. The rest is
frozen or sold fresh. This waste can be eliminated through the improvea
ment of the handling of the catch at sea, introduction of refrigerated
transportation system and cold stores, and the introduction of modern
technology in the processing industry.
Other coastal industrial fisheries are based in Mauritania,
Senegal, Liberia, IVOry Coast, Ghana and Nigeria. Most of these es-·
tablishments are export oriented, processing high value products such
as shrimp, cephalopod and tuna.37 Most industrial fishery establishments
in the region are joint venture enterprises. The significance of joint
ventures in the region will be discussed in a later chapter.38 Despite
constraints to expansion 01 fisheries in the region, the number of
locallyabased vessels has shewn a marked increase between 1965 and 1974
as shown in Table 11 and 12.
The dearth of shore-based industrial enterprises for processing
of fish for home consumption is significant in the region because it
leads to much wastage between harvesting and consumption expecially
when the product has to be transported over great distances from
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Table 1(). -SArdlllC1 1audll1/:s at Sal!, Essaouira, and A~adir, 1936-7S
'oal' Sall asNoulra Aladb ToUl H.!.
wfncl:
----·---·--.-.--.-.---.~~t7ic tons------.. ~••--••-. --._.
·1936 5,101 24 , 5,131
·I'J7 5,320 26 • ·5.354 ·ItU 8.908 I,IM3 5 10.&56
-ltD 16.093 13 211 16,317 ..
1940 12.652 121 42 12.125 ..
1941 14.1S9 129 . 14.288 ..
1142 17.113 817 1.349 19.409 ..
1943 6,540· 54- 779- .. , 7,373
-..J944 12.511 ..24 2.369 15,311 .
·; 1945 19.262 1."95 2.896 23.653
·194' 24."23 2.602 S.U7 32.238
·1947 %0.259 2.139 9.662 32.760 ..
1941 23.118 . J,723 9.471 34.312 ..
IM9 45.0n 6.876 19.633 . 71.516 ..
It5D 50.107 22.026 29,717 102.550 ..
1951 37.076 4.955 22 971 65.010
·1'52 52,137 12.133 28.930 I·· . 93.200
·1953 41.099 9.941 46.057 97.097
-1954 33.219 . 6.872 30.690 70.781
·It5S 21,%27 13,146 22.070 56.443 ..
1156 31."05 12.328 29,356 73.089 ..
. 1957 62.172 ..- 9.535 31.032 103.439 •
1'51 60.615 1.499 SO.442 119.556 •
1'59 41.114 9.596 31.305 95,995
·lHO 57.4%& 13.719 15.171·· 87.013
·IHI 74,698 5,934 39.594 120.226
-1162 54.051 19,110 46.975 120.136
·1963 67.662 8,782 42.614 . 119.121 ..
1964 . 50.591 23.095 56.706 130.392 •1965 61.693 22i528 64,231 141,459 •It66 106,401 16,522 lU,651 237,637 •1967 109,7l'4 14,SA~ 72,151 196,597 I
·196& 53,396 I 29,"0 10,115 162."1I ·,1969 . 55,900 23,391 16,775 166,066 -15170 31,079 36,994 16,375 161,441
·1971 34,647 17,592 . 113,759 165,999 •
1'72 24,775 32,167 116,572 173,514 •
1973 50,327 58,444 217,501 326.%72 •J174 29,878 34,332 140,022 204,232
-JI75 23,665 30,053 93,706 147,424
.-
: aolve:e. 11. "P1UV1OGctTie ct Pcche de 1.1 Sardine au ~taroc
- -. ;
.. ..
Dtputs 1936·Nls~ eft'Evidence de Cycles Pa~llelc~~ ~~j~t
PJIJD/FAO I'OUT La !Jc'yc1oppctlllC.'Dt de 1:1. Pecho ~~ridille. Trav:lux ct .
aoca.mu Ko, 10. Orf'1ee ~tional des Pochef. C~:lb1:lne:t, J:lJlwry 19:'6,
(data tht'OU:h 1973) and ONP, unlNblished sutistie:tl AU for 197.1-73.
tel. !Deraslftl wiDlls ad lot. decnasiftl winds.
• U.S. Aray l:uNln~~ in ~loroc~ disrupted £i shcries, durin!: \\1-;11 •
•• AD carthqu:lke nc~r17 destTOycd ;he ci~y o( A&adir.
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!able 11 A.pprcrdute n1lllber of local1l=buecl ..,. ...els (1965)
Cov:t%7 '1'Ima .......1 Diriant" water Trawler Puree Long
'trawler .e1Jler l1Jler
Ioroooo 132 303
JIalIZ'itazU.a 4 2. 3
SC.pl 1 . 34 1 12
aa:IJlea
~ 6 1
Sierra Leone 10
Liberia 9
Iwr,y Oo&8t 4 27 32 6
0Juma 12 222
'1'01'0 1
!eniD 6 . 1
_ieeria ·12
Cameroon 21
Equatorial Chainea 10
Gabon 5
Sao TClie and. Pr1Jlcipe 1 3
CoDco 10 3
zatre 15
ifotal 5 12 525 343 24
Soaroel Lagoin aDd S&lmon (1967 and. 1970)
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lfable 11 A.pprO%imate D1DIlber ot locally-bued vessels (1974)
.
Co1mtry '!'aDa ve.sel Distant vater Trawler Pune Shr1Jlpertrawler seiner
](oroooo 132 30#1
Ma:aritania 50 20
Seo.epl 42 17 16 63
ambia 8
Cape Verde 10
-
3
Guinea Bis_u 41/
Quinea 10
Sierra Leone 8
Liberia 5 20
Ivor,y Coast 4 22 22 10
Ghana 33 18 3#
Togo 2
Benin 7 12
lfigeria 48 15
OUleroon 2 2, 24 12
Equatorial Quinu 10
Gabon 10
Sao Tome and Principe
Oongo 10 3
zaIre 18
Total 91 20 692 375 132
11. Pour Algerian boat. previousl;r ba.ed in lfouadhibouy Includ.e. ve••els that aleo pur.e .eine
SOlIroel CB:CD Project estimate.
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coastal areas to markets. Spoilage in the case of fresh fish is
very frequent because of the absence of ice or refrigeration. Dumping
during periods of glut in the market is not infrequent in some areas.
When fish is smoked for inland markets, the products frequently get
infected by insects which causes a lot of wastage before they reach
the consumer. 39 The few industrial processing enterprises for home
consumption are found in Senegal, Ivory Coast and Ghana.
5.5 Non-Coastal State Fisheries
Fishing in the region by non-coastal states fleets started in
a large scale in the early 1960's with medium to large size trawlers,
using mid water and high opening bottom trawls. By 1971 there were
fleets flying the flag of 19 nations which do not belong to the region. See
Table 13. These foreign controlled operations take place mainly in the
areas of high concentration of fish off the Mauritanian, ex-Spanish
Saharian and Moroccan Coasts. And to a lesser extent off Senegal,
Gambia, Guinea Bissau, Guinea and Sierra Leone. The USSR is the most
important foreign nation fishing in the region. In 1974 its fleet took
over one million toftS of fish from:the waters of the region which repre-
sented about one-third of the total catch by all fisheries for that year.
Foreign fishing fleets together took over two million tons in 1974,
representing two-thirds of the total catch for the region. Although
some of the catch taken by foreign vessels was sold to some coastal
states of the region, this represented only ten percent of their catch.
The rest was utilized outside the region.
Table ·13 NoaWaal Catch.. in CECAF Ana by· Coutal'.aad Noacoutal States,
19TL ,
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Total nomiaal catCh • Approximate % of catChes
(1000& ofm.tric tOM) of all desilJ'ated scates
' .....
Coual sCIfa
SnepI
Morocco
G1I8Ia
... , N"apria
Ivory Coast
Siem.Leoae
. Cameroon·
Liberia
DIhomey
MauricuUa
Coaao (Brazzaville)
TOlD
Gambia
GuiDea
Cape Verde Isles
Equatorial Guinea
Spaish Sahara
Gaboa
Portuauese Guinea
AqoIa
SIo Tome and Principe
Noacoutal s&atft
USSR
. Norway
Bermuda
SpaiD
1..-
Iraly
Frace
Ponupl
German OemocTacic Republic
ar.ce
Poland
Korea
PlIeno Rico
Romaaia
BuIpria
Cuba
ChiDa
Arpatina
Israel
221.0
210.9-
176.4
~
$7.1
29.6
24..5
19.0-
10.4
10.0-
7.8
7.6
5.2
5.0-
4.$-
4.0-
4.0-
3.6-
1.4
1.0
--U
866.4
719.8
202.8
155.0
230.1
. 114.6
65.4
47.7
46.7
43.0
33.3
D.2
15.5
20.0
15.9
14.6
9.0
7.3
0.6
--ll
1.843.6
25.0
25.0·
.... 20.0
... - ·-7.0.
6.$
3.0
3.0
-100.0
45.5
lU
9.0
9.0
Lesa
tbaIl
7%
100.0
SQ;''n:.: FAO of the United Nations. Y.arliook of FUM,., StatUtk3. ~l. 34 (1973),
Table 0·5.
Not.: Data include tuna catch.
-Data estimated or calcu1ated by F AO.
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Sard1nella catches represent about a third of the total catch
for the region. About a million tons of this species caught by foreign
fleet is reduced fnto fish meal for utflizat10n outside the region.
This fs made possible by factory ships operated by the USSR, Bulgaria,
Poland and Norway which process the catch at sea before trans-shipment
of the products to their home ports.41
Since 1972 when coastal states started the extent10n of fishing
limits and territorial waters, thefntensity of these operations seem to
have reduced but the number of foreign fishing vessels operating in the
area is still not known. There is still a lot of poaching and illegal
fishing operations going on in areas beyond the surveillance of coastal
states patrols where there is one. All coastal states now require a
license for fishing in their territorial waters and/or fishing zone.
There is no limit set on the quantity of fish for any particular species
that may be taken by a forefgn vessel fishing under license. When
there is a condition stipulating that a foreign vessel must land a
certain percentage of its catch at a port in the coastal state in
which the vessel is operating, this is very often violated because there
is no means of the coastal state ascertaining the quantity taken. Trans-
shipment at sea often takes place to carrier vessels which are based at
home ports of the foreign vessel. Most coastal states do not have the
facilities to keep track of what is going on in their fishing zones.
The foreign vessels regularly violate mesh size regulations which are
promulgated to conserve certain stocks. Some species in the area
are already showing signs of over fishing due to heavy fishing pressure
by foreign fleets. These include the hake stock off Morocco, the sea
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breams off Senegal to Sierra Leone, cephalopods and to an undetermined
extent sardinella aurita stocks in the northern sector of the region.
Heavy fishing pressure on off-shore stocks do affect the catches
of inshore small scale fisheries in the region. The degree of this
effect has not been assessed but some small scale fishermen are already
complaining that their catches are going down. 4l
VI. FISHERIES MANAGEMENT IN THE REGION
6.1 General Considerations
The management of aquatic living resources had its origin early
in manls history. In West Africa it is very common to find traditions
and taboos associated with fish exploitation among rural fishing com-
munities which have management impl1cations.42 Over the region, a
wide range of management objectives have emerged associated with the
maintenance of renewable resources at sustained levels, socio-economic
goals, and national and international political interest. Generally
conservation objectives are largely concerned with developing "national
usell:eeneepts, whl1e socio-economic "goals may be assoc1ated with
attaining economic efficiency, resources development, allocating re-
sources between user group, etc.
Managers of living marine resources in the region are faced
w1th a number of problems. They include the rapidity of changes occur-
ing in the fisheries, confl1cting objectives, fragmented and limited
jurisdiction over the resources, inadequate scientific input into manage-
ment decisions, difficulties of enforcement and multiple use interest.
Some fish resources transcend territorial boundaries freely especially
the pelagic stocks and the highly migratory species found in the
region. There 1s , therefore, a need for coordi nated management effort
over particular species throughout their migratory range. Enforcement
of regulatory measures should be similarly coordinated if any measure of
success is to be achieved.
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The Committee of the East Central Atlantic was formed in 1967
by the Council of FAO to embrace the coastal states in the region
and non-coastal states fishing in the area for the purpose of managing
the resources and assisting coastal states to develop their fishing
industries. Since the formation of CECAF, a number of species have
been examined by its working party on resource evaluation; some species
have been found to be in danger of overexploitation.43 The working
party has made recommendations for regulating the critical species,
but these regulatfons can be enforced only through national regulations
of each coastal state affected. This system has not been effective
because most of the coastal states do not have the machinery to
effectively enforce management regulations over waters under their
jurisdiction.
The other body available for coordinated management is the
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna (ICCAT), but only
Ghana and Senegal are members from the region. Like CECAF it can
only make recommendations for regulatory measures to its members. The
commission also collects and analyzes information concerning Atlantic
tuna fishery and publishes the results of its investigations.
6.2 Management Objectives
The objectives of fisheries management in the region varies
from state to state. For example, the development aims of the fishing
sector in Sierra Leone were stated as follows: 44
(1) To increase productfon of fish and other aquatic living
resources to satisfy demand for cheap protein;
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(2) To increase foreign exchange earnings through export
of fish and shellfish;
(3) To modernize the industry through the use of a wide range
of suitable motorized boats using improved techniques;
(4) To establish the necessary infrastructure facilities to
support industrial fisheries;
(5) To promote research activities into all aspects of
fisheries to ensure rational utilization;
(6) To improve training and extension services to fishermen; and
(7) To establish an efficient pricing. marketing and
distribution system.
The Nigerian 1975-80 development plan stated the objectives
for fisheries development thus:
(1) To increase domestic fish production so as to meet
local demand;
(2) To earn foreign exchange by exporting products like shrimps;
(3) To encourage local manufacturing of fish products
such as fishneal and dehydrated fish;
(4) To provide employment to Nigerians especially young
school leavers in the coastal areas; and
(5) To increase per capita fncome of indigenous fishermen with
the proposed package type of development (which would
result in increased catch and better prices due to im-
proved processing and storage facilities).
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Both nations have similar objectives in aiming at providing
protein for their peoples which is an area of great concern to all
nations in the region. Another similarity is the aim to earn foreign
exchange from living marine resources. In most cases high value
products such as shrimps, lobsters and cephalopods are exported to
earn foreign exchange because prices offered in the world market are
much higher than local prices.
Both objectives failed to take into consideration the size of
the stocks to reach their goals and conservation measures to protect
the stocks. Sierra Leone may assume that she has enough resources to
meet her demand during the plan period. This may be true considering
the population of the country relative to the area of its continental
shelf off its coast, but it is necessary that the size of the re-
source sustained level of exploitation and conservation measures are
J
taken into consideration in any development plan if investment re-
sources are to be rationally allocated.
The situation in Nigeria is different because her population
in relation to the area of continental shelf available to the nation
is much smaller.46 Consequently, resources cannot meet demand.
Nigeria's fisheries development is, therefore, based on resources
outside its jurisdiction over which she has no direct control.
Nigeria has to negotiate individually with each of the nations in
the rich northern sector and the ICEAF region before she can meet
her objectives. Such arrangements will involve legal and institutional
framework which does not now exist in the region.
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Other nations in the area have similar objectives depending
on their location in the region and the resources available for exploita-
tion. In the northern sector where there is an abundance of resources
the issue of fishing license to foreign fleet is considered as a source
of revenue for the state. In most cases a relationship between mem-
bers of licenses issued, size of stock and effort have not been worked
out. In this connection, jurisdiction over the resources may not
be an advantage in the long-run as overfishing may result as would
have been the case without extended limits. In any case the coastal
states stand to lose, as when the stocks are overfished, the foreign
fleets will move out and the expected revenue will evaporate.
VII. LEGAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR FISH EXPLOITATION IN THE REGION
7.1 General
Apart from CECAF. there is no regional body in the region to
coordinate the exploitation of fish resources. There has been attempts
at bilateral and subregional arrangements but their effectiveness is
not yet evident. For instance. there is an agreement between Ghana
and Ivory Coast to fish in each others territorial waters especially
for sardine11a during the upwelling season.47 Also the Gambia.
Cape Verde. Senegal and Guinea Bissau have been trying to get together
to coordinate their exploitation and management of fish resources in
waters under their jurisdiction. (This group covers states with one
of the most productive fisheries in the region.)48 So far. they
have not been able to develop joint programs for regulation and enforce-
ment. Sierra Leone and Liberia are similarly working towards recipro-
cal agreements for fisheries development and exploitation. 49
7.2 Territorial Limits and Jurisdiction over Fish Resources in the
Region
The present status of territorial limits in the region is not
clear as states are stt11 changing the width of their territorial seas.
There is no uniform width for the territorial sea despite the OAU
Declaration of 1973 on the law of the sea issues to which most states
subscribed. calling for a 12 mile territorial sea and 200 mile exclusive
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economic zone. Table 14 below shows the present territorial limits
existing in the region. As shown in the table. only a few states still
Table 14
Territorial and Fishing Limits in the CECAF Region
State Territorial
sea
Outer limits of special
zones adjacent to the
territorial sea(measured from the
baseline of the
territorial sea)
Year
Morocco
Mauritania
Senegal
Gambia
Guinea Bissau
Guinea
Sierra Leone
Liberia
Ivory Coast
Ghana
Togo
Benin
Nigeria
Cameroon
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Sao Tome and Principe
Congo
Zaire
12
30
150
50
150
130
200
200
6
200
12
200
30
50
12
100
30
12
Exclusive
zone
70
200
12
--.
Fishery
area
130
1973
1972
1976
1971
1974
1964
1971
1976
1967
1977
1964
1976
1971
1976
1970
1972
1971
1974
Source: FAO (1975a)
CECAF Project information
have fishing zones. the majority have broad territorial seas which range
from 6 miles to 200 miles. The number of states with 200 mile territorial
sea is on the increase. In 1972 only one state had a 200 mile territorial
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sea; now there are three. rhe absence of a uniform territorial sea
limit in the region has contributed to the problems of coordination be-
cause of the large number of states involved having short coast lines.
The boundaries between territorial seas of the various coastal
states have not been negotiated. Most of the boundaries have been
determined unilaterally by individual states. In some cases no mention
is made of the boundaries in the declaration of territorial limits. In
Sierra Leone, for example, the present territorial sea limit of 200
miles was established by an "Interpretation Act of 1971 11 which declared
the state a republic. No mention was made in the Act of the boundaries
between neighboring stttes. It was stated that, "the territorial sea
w111 be measured from the low water mark. II Although no open di'sputes have
yet arisen over the precise location of boundaries, there have been
cases where fishermen have been arrested around boundary areas which are
50ill defined. There are no charts showing the location of boundaries
in the region. Boundary issue can result into serious areas of contention
between states if negotiations are not entered as early as possible to
determine permanent boundaries between territorial seas and exclusive
economic zones. Possible sources of dispute are over the exploitation of
mineral resources which may be located around boundary areas between
territorial seas and exclusive economic zones or when the living resources
in various areas of the region would have reached their limits of
exploitation.
The Organization of African Unity declaration made reference
to fishing activities on the high seas by recognizing the effect of such
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activities on the fisheries within the territorial sea and in the economic
zone. The declaration supports the establishment of a global fisheries
management organization or the strengthening of the Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations Fisheries Commissions or other fisheries
regulating bodies to enable them to formulate appropriate regulations
applicable in all areas of the high seas. A global fisheries organiza-
tion may not prove a solution because of divergent ecological, socio-
economic and political characteristics that may be found in various parts
of the world in relation to specific high seas fisheries. FAO fisheries
commissions have been ineffective in the past in bringing about conser-
vatory actions for fisheries exploitation because of their lack of enforce-
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ment powers. These regional commissions may become effective machineries
for the management of high seas fisheries only if they have both regula-
52tor1 and enforcement powers over all vessels fishing in the ar.ea. Re-
gional fisheries commissions are better placed to manage specific high
seas fisheries because they bring together states with common interest in
the resources under consideration.
Global ~nagement may be more effective for highlym1gratory
species such as tuna and whales. The mobility of the resources combined
with the mobility of fleets expoit1ng the stocks call for a need for
global approach in both stock assessment and the formulation of manage-
ment measures. Coastal state extention of jurisdiction will not change
this need in any significant way, since no single jurisdiction will cover
a sufficiently large portion of the resource. In the case of whales, a
global organization is already in force, the International Whaling
Commission (IWC)53 and there is ICCAT for tuna in the Atlantic. These
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These organizations have no regulatory or enforcement powers to be effec-
tive management agencies.
7.3 The Rights of Land-Locked States in the Exclusive Economic Zone
The exclusive economic zone is an area beyond and adjacent to
the territorial sea, up to a distnace of 200 miles measured from the
same baselines as for the territorial sea. Article 56(1) of the Informal
Composite Negotiating Text (ICNT) outlines the rights, jurisidction and
duties of coastal states in the economic zone as follows:54
1. In the exclusive economic zone, the coastal state has
(a) sovereighn rights for the purpose of exploring and
exploiting, conserving and managing the natural re-
sources whether living or non-living, of the seabed
and subsoil and the superjacent waters, and with
regard to other activities for the economic exploita-
tion and exploration of the zone, such as the produc-
tion of energy from the water, currents and winds.
(b) jurisdiction as provided for in the relevant provision
of the present convention with regard to
(1) the establishment and use of artificial island,
installations and structures;
(2) marine scientific research; and
(3) the preservation of the marine environment.
(c) other rights and duties provided for in the present
conventions.
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Articles 61 and 62 made provision for the conservation and utili-
zation of living resources within the economic zone. These articles
place responsibility on the coastal state for the conservation of the
living resources in the economic zone which involve the collection of
data on the fisheries and establishment of scientific investigation
on a permanent scale to provide information for management. This will
call for heavy investment by coastal states in west Africa where marine
scientific facilities are minimal at the present time.
Article 69 of the leNT went on further to outline the "Rights
of Land-locked States" as follows: 55
"l. Land-locked states shall .h&'ie the right to participate in
the exploitation of the living resources of the exclusive economic zones
of adjoining coastal states on an equitable basis. taking into account
the relevant economic and geographical circumstances of all states
concerned. The terms and conditions of such participation shall be
determined by the states concerned through bilateral. sub-regional or
regional agreements. Developed land-locked states shall. ~however. be
entitled to exercise their rights only wfthin the exclusive economic
zones of adjoining developed coastal states.
2. This article is subject to the prov1sions of article 61
and 62.
3. Paragraph 1 is without prejudice to arrangements agreed
upon in the region where the coastal state may grant to land-locked
states of the same region equal or preferential rights for the exploitation
of the living resources in the exclusive economic zones."
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Some of the implications of these articles can be found in
the Declaration of the Organization of African Unity C(9) which states
that,
liThe African countries recognize in order
that the resources of the region may bene-
fit all peoples therein, thit the land-
locked and other disadvantaged countries are
entitled to shire in the exploitation of
ltvtng resources Of neighbOring ecoRdmic
zones on an egual basis as natfonals of
coastal states on basts of Afrt¢an solt-
dar1ty arid under such regtonal or bilateral
arrangements as may be worked out."
In the event of a new law of the sea treaty, the above declara-
tion will still be as'important as without one. Article 69(3) of the
leNT will make the OAU provision supra-applicable to the region since
coastal states concern subscribed to its formation. Also, in the absence
of a treaty, the land-locked states of the region can use the provision
to gatn access to the resources of the economic zone of coastal states
on t. basis of "African solidarity. II
There are, however, some difficulties with both provisions to
give land-locked states access to the living resources of the economic
zones of coastal states. For African states, this is very important as
the continent has the highest number of land-locked states in "the world
which presents more complexities than any other continent. Some of the
land-locked states have common borders with more than one coastal state.
Mali, for example, has common borders with five coastal states in West
Africa extending from the Mediterranean Coast to the Gulf of Guinea.
Conversely, Tanzania, a coastal state, is surrounded by five land-locked
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states. If the provision of article C(9} of the OAU Declaration is to
be taken by the letter, this will mean that Mali can claim a right to
fish in the economic zone of five coastal states; of course, the most
advantageous ones will be chosen. Tanzania, on the other hand, will
have five land-locked states claiming to fish in its economic zone.
The question of equity is very vital here. Coastal states will be
limited to their respective economic zones for fishing except under a
bilateral or sub-regional or regional arrangement to fish in other ex-
clusive economic zones. Some other land-locked states like Upper Volta
can only claim access to two economic zones, those of Ghana and Ivory
Coast which are in areas where resources are limited and are at the
level of full exploitation.
With the exclusive economic zone, coastal states will have a lot
of responsibilities as are outlined in articles 61 and 62 of the ICNT.
It is not clear whether land-locked states will~have to share in the
responsibilities of management and the cost of providing the shore infra-
structure to facilitate exploitation of the resources. There are also
costs assoctated with the preservation of the marine environment to con-
serve the living resources. These include administrative, scientific
and enforcement costs. If the land-locked states are to share equally
in the exploitation of the living resources, it may be equitable that they
should also share in the costs associated with coastal states rights.
These technicalities will need clarification before any meaningful co-
operation between land-locked states and coastal states can become operative.
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7.4 The Preservation of the Marine Environment
In West Africa. there are three main sources of degradation of
the marine environment: (a) land-based sources~ these enter coastal
areas mainly from large coastal cities in the form of untreated sewage.
oily waste. silt and garbage all going through the drainage system. Land-
I
base pollution may affect living organisms in the region through a num-
ber of ways such as siltation. oxygen reduction due to sewage contamina-
tion. increase in ambient temperature by cooling water from coastal power
plants. agricultural land run-off which may carry with them residues of
-
pesticides and fertilizers. and effluents from budding coastal industries
such as oil refineries and chemical plants. There are few regulations in
the region directed to control these problems. In most cases no regula-
tion exist at all. With increased demand for fish and the resulting in-
crease in fishing effort by coastal states. it will become evident that
the living resources of the sea are limited and the need for their protec-
tion and conservation will be better appreciated. Most national policies
and attitudes now reflect the concept of unlimited abundance of fish re-
sources excepting states like Ghana. Ivory Coast. Togo and Benin where
shortage of resources is already being felt especially with reference to
Sardinella stocks. The protection of the marine enftronment as a means
of conservation of living resources has not yet received attention in the
region. The internal waters of coastal states such as lagoons. estuaries
and creeks provide the primary base for some fisheries inthe region. The
shrimp fishery such as the bonga and Sardinaella fisheries are dependent
on shallow inshore waters for their recruitment. (b) Coastal and offshore
transportation: Heavy water transport in enclosed water bodies such as
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harbours sand lagoons near large cities are heavily polluted by oil
waste from small crafts, tugs, etc. plying the area. Movements of
ocean liners and tankers are now causing a lot of pollution in the region
with the rising rate of crude oil transportation from coastal states.
Oily pellets have been reported floating offshore on a number of occasions
which many times foul scientific instruments.56 Some coastal beaches
have also experienced otl contamination from unidentified sources.57
(c) Pollution associated with resource exploitation from the sea bed:
The main resource now being exploited from the sea bed is crude oil and
natural gas. Nigeria is the main producer in the region at this time,
but other coastal states are soon to join in offshore production, e.g.
Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Guinea and Senegal.58 With such a spread of off-
shore oil exploitation in the region, the protection of the living re-
sources will become a major concern for coastal states especially when
such problems become transnational.
There is no arrangement at present for the control and prevention
of marine pollution on a regional level. Most of the states do not have
any provision in their laws to prevent pollution of the marine environment
either. Again, pollution concern has not been highlighted in the region
because policymakers and politicians conceive the sea as an unlimited
reservoir of waste which need no special policy for regulation. Also, pol-
lution has come to be associated with the industrialized nations of Europe,
America and Asia which non-industrialized developing nations must not
bother with at this stage of their development. Though it is true
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that the marine environment in the region is far from reaching its carry-
capacity for pollutants, it is also true that some pollutants are accumu-
lative in living organisms and can be as harmful in small quantities as
in large outflows from great numbers of factories and urban settlements.
The question of whether pollution of the marine environment is at a
high or low level is immaterial for the preservation of the living resources
and human health as small quantities over long periods can be as harmful
as large quantities of pollutants over a short period.
There are a number of questions that need answers before a
real1stic regime could be formed to meettbe-meeds for the preserva-
tion of the marine environment in the region. These include:
(a) What are the effects of various harmful pollutants on
living marine resources of the region?
(b) In case of an oil spill or blowout of an oil well head,
what is the regenerative period of inshore coastal areas
and the marine resources that depend on them?
(c) If damages are to be paid. how are the costs associated
with the liVing resources and other uses of the marine
environment going to be assessed?
(d) What will be the social and economic effects on coastal
rural people who depend on inshore resources for their
l1veli hood?
(3) Who cleans up a spill, the spiller. the national govern-
ment concerned or both. or a regional clean-up brigade?
Who meets the cost for a clean-up?
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(f) Who meets the cost of rehabilitating a specific environ-
ment such as known nurseries or spawning grounds for
certain species?
VIII. FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS IN THE REGION
8.1 General Characteristics
Fisheries development in West Africa is varied and complex.
Some states have achieved high levels of modernization, but others are
still at the artisanal level and have to depend on imports of frozen
fish to meet their demand, despite the availability of resources off
their coast. The heavy fishing on some major stocks, <saOh as breams
and sardinella, is retarding a successful development of distant water
fisheries by southern coastal states where the demand for protein is
highest. These states have to compete with enterprises of non-coastal
states for concession to fish in the extended zones of the riich fishing
grounds of the northern states.
Some states with under-exploited resources off their coast do
not have the capital to invest in the exploitation of such resources
and have to depend on foreign vessels under charter arrangements or go
into joint venture with foreign enterprises to exploit the resources.
In some cases such arrangements have not worked out amicably between the
two parties and the venture has to be dropped. Some of the foreign
companies do not keep to the terms of the agreement establishing such
joint ventures, such as quantity of fish to be landed at ports of the
coastal state, training of local counterparts, establishment of shore-
base infrastructure and processing facilities, etc. 59
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Apart from capital, many of the coastal states have constraints
to the development of their fisheries due to shortage or lack of trained
manpower. When modern vessels are acquired such as the long distant
vessels of the southern states, the skipper and engineers are recruited
from outside the region to operate them. This adds to the cost of opera-
tion as the renumerations of these officers are higher than current rates
in the region.
There is very little research going on to monitor the stocks and
the environmental factors that affect them. Most investigations in
the area are short term with limited time spans, the results of which may
not reflect the true seasonal and cyclic variations going on in any par-
ticular area. Thus, the present information on which development and
management decisions are made are unreliable. Sustained resource and
environmental research is only now gaining some attention by coastal
states that have the financial resources to embark on such ventures.
But this aspect must not overshadow development needs to produce fish
where the resource is available. The lack of resource knowledge has been
highlighted as one of the constraints to fishery development in the region.
This is true for particular areaS and particular species. Many other
conditions are much more important at this stage of development. For
example, a great deal of value, quality and quantity are lost by what
happens or does not happen to the fish after harvest. Inappropriate handl-
ing, including inadequate use of fee, fs a major impediment to full
utilization of the present catch, not to mention expanded catches.
The artisanal or canoe fisheries which still dominate the region
have not received the attention and stimuli they need. In many cases
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they are left to fend for themselves. Attempts at assistance have failed
because of poor planning. shortage of extension staff to supervise the
schemes and the inherent nature of fishermen to resist innovations until
they are proved superior to their traditional methods. Also. develop-
ment plans and projects for artisanal fisheries development have failed
to take into consideration the socio-economic and cultural aspects of
the area they are to be implemented.
Government policies in other areas of national economy does
affect the fishing sector. such as import duties on small vessels.
engines and fishing gear used by the artisanal fisheries. while at the
same time concessions are being given to large foreign vessels which
sell their catch to local wholesalers who compete in some cases with
the artisanal fisherfes. 60
Fisheries are common property resources in all countries of the
region. It is. therefore. not possible to limit entry into specif~c
fisheries which are in danger of overexploitation or are overcrowded as
fn some cases of the canoe fisherfes. where catch per canoe is on the
decline resulting in lower income to fishermen. Because a canoe cannot
easily move from one fishing ground to another or move farther away from
shore to obtain better catches. in some areas where overcrowding has taken
place. fishermen have suffered hardship and either have to find other
~~
sources of income or migrate to another region along the coast which might
be lightly exploited. Such migrations have had political repercussions
in the past between states. There have been conflicts between immigrants
and local fishermen especially when immigrants prove to be super1or. 51
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Another problem is the dearth of trained fisheries development
officers who are competent to put forward viable and timely projects
to meet the needs of 'developing fisheries. This, in association with
the shortage of capital, has resulted in the scarcity of infrastructure
for fish exploitation and utilization in many of the states. The ab-
sence of infrastructure is a major bottle neck in fisheries development
which needs urgent attention in the region.
8.2 Lack of Investment Capital
Investment capital is in short supply in most of the states
of the region. The level of economic development varies from state to
state as is reflected in Table 15 ~howing the distribution of economic
activities in the region. Fisheries investment by the public sector had
received very low priority in development projects. In some cases where
amounts are allocated in development plans for fisheries development, at
the implementation stage these amounts are not made available. 52 Most
of the international development funds spent in the region had been
directed towards resource evaluation. The present CECAF project based
in Dakar Senegal is expected to bridge the gap between the work done by
fonmer projects and full utilization of the resources in the region, which
involve investment in all sectors of the industry.53
The lack of investment capital and the initiative to put forward
viable plans for development in the past, have resulted in a scarcity; Supra
of infrastructural facilities for modernization of the fishing industry.
Any development beyond the canoe level will require shore facilities
which are now lacking, such as docking, repairs, ice, processing, cold
stores, etc. Because of the absence of infrastructure in some coastal
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states, it has been difficult to run successful joint ventures with
foreign enterprises. When such ventures are entered into, they tend to
operate at higher costs than is necessary because of the constraints
they have to face. 64 Vessel operating time, for example, is greatly
reduced by the absence of berthing and unloading facilities; shortage
of cold stores to take the catch of vessels when they are in port, poor
repair facilities, etc. Because of these constraints in the operation
of a modern fishing industry, foreign capital investments flow very slowly
to the fisheries sector in the economy of states in the region.
Banks in the region are very reluctant to provide investment
funds for fisheries enterprises because of the high rtsks involved. In
many cases the small scale fisherman cannot provide the necessary
colateral to be able to qualify for a loan. Government credit schemes
for artisanal fisheries have failed in many states because the schemes
were poorly planned. There was not much extension work to back up such
schemes to ensure maximum efficiency of the equipments provided for
fishermen. For example, outboard engines were bought through loan
schemes for the modernization of canoes. Fishermen were not trained
initially in the operation and maintenance of such engines, spares were
not easily available at the locations where they are used. In some
cases, fishermen have to travel long distances by water or land to get
their outboard engines repaired. As a consequence of poor maintenance,
many of the engines became unserviceable ~efore the loan on them was
repaid. This caused some of the loan recipients to lapse in their
repayments. Also, political considerations became associated with some
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loan schemes which resulted in some fishermen accepting a government
loan as a handout for votes and never bothered to make repayments. Many
government schemes thus failed when the capital fund of the scheme was
eXhausted. In the absence of a government loan scheme in Sierra Leone,
private merchants are now providing outboard engines for fishermen on
a hire-purchase system. This has proved very successful but at a higher
cost to the fisherman. Credit schemes are more successful when managed
outside of government bureaucracy as has been demonstrated in integrated
agricultural develoPment projects in the eastern province of Sierra
Leone under an IDA (International Development Agency) scheme.
8.3 Shortage of Trained Manpower for the Fishing Industry
The shortage of trained manpower in West Africa is not limited
to fish production but permeates the whole structure of the industry from
harvesting to consumption and the governmental institutional structure
that makes policies that affect the whole range of activities.
Fishermen in the region are on the lowest rung of the social ladder.
They weild very little pbl1t1ca1 power and are less articulate than their
farming counterparts in calling for attention to their needs because
they are less organized. Fishing communities are found strung along the
coast line, qn the banks of estuaries, and lagoons, and at the head of
creeks. The majority of such communities are located in some of the most
inaccessible areas on the coast. Where road links are available, they are
usually of poor quality. The majority of fishermen can, therefore, be
classed as the poorest of the rural poor. Education is lacking in most
fishing communities or where it is found, the quality is much lower than
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other rural areas. Other social amenities, such as electricity, pipe-
borne water supply and medical facilities, are lacking. In this setting,
the majority of fishermen are illiterate and backward. Children of
fishermen who acquire education do not normally return to their father's
vocation but migrate to towns and cities in pursuit of more "respectable"
jobs.
With this background, training of artisanal and subsistence
fishermen is a complex and tedious task. Because of the social barrier
that had developed between them and other sections of the community
in the past, they tend to be resentful of any interference with their
way of life. They are not easily receptive of new ideas except such
ideas that could be demonstrated to be more efficient than their tradi-
tional methods. They le~rn through examples rather than by precepts.
Demonstration and pilot projects, therefore, offer the best alternative
for upgrading the skills and technology of this claSs of fishermen. Such
training schemes and extension programs must be part of an integrated
program for artisanal fisheries development taking into consideration
socio-economic, cultural and welfare aspects.
Most states in the region attempting to develop their offshore
fishery or distant water fishery are faced with the constraint of lack
of trained manpower to operate, manage, maintain and repair the vessels
and equipment they need for a successful operation. In many cases engi-
neers, skippers and gear technologists have to be recruited from abroad
at a very high cost. Nationa' institutions for training of personnel
for an industrial fishery are now being established by some states in
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the region, but some of them are limited by the availability of instructors
and equipment. The Ghana Nautical School which was originally established
to train officers for the merchant fleet is now adjusting to the training
of skippers for fishing vessels. Effort towards training of fisheries
personnel are found in Senegal, Sierra Leone-Liberia under the Mano-
River Union,65 Ivory Coast and Nigeria. The other states with the
exception of Morocco have no facilities whatsoever.
Another sector which needs training and education is the extension
service to work with the artisanal fishermen. Extension workers are
in very short supply at the present time in the region. If any impact
is to be made on the development of the artisanal sector, it will have
to come by an extension service. This service will have to bridge the
gap between the policymakers, planners and researchers on one side and
the fishermen on the other.
The upgrading of the present methods of fish preservation is ur-
gently needed in the region. There are very few food technologists working
towards solving some of these problems. Where they are available, not
much attention is given to this sector of fisheries development. An
undetermined quantity of protein from the sea is lost each year due
to poor handling and processing methods. Universities as well as government
institutions must pay more attentton to the problems of preservation if
the efforts of fish production are to be fruitful.
8.4 Lack of Expertise in the Administration of Fisheries Development
Fisheries development is a new sector of public administration in
most of the states in the region. having been established immediately prior
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to or after the attainment of independence. Consequently in many cases,
there was little or no precedence from the colonial era to build upon.
Recruitment of fisheries officers has been mainly from graduates with bio-
logical and physical science backgrounds. Most of these officers were trained
in western, highly economically developed countries where they have been
exposed to problems of resource management such as population dynamics
and stock assessment. These early trained officers are now responsible
for the planning and administration of fisheries development in most
states of the region. Despite the importance of their training for re-
source management, they have not been equipped with the tools for fisheries
development. Marr (1973) identified three reasons why fishery science
is considered an impediment to fishery deve10pment. 66 These are:
"(a) Fishery science as a discipline has developed and been
brought to its present level primarily in northern Europe and North America.
(This is not to ignore substantial contributions from Japan and the USSR ••• )
In these areas, fishery development has been primarily, although not
entirely, brought about by the private sector. Fishery scientiests generally
in the employ of national or local governments have thus been oriented
towards the accumulation of knowledge about fishes--spawining, growth,
migration, etc., and toward management including stock assessment,
problems. This is quite a different orientation than is a preoccupation
with development problems.
(b) In addition to this orientat~on towards biology and manage-
ment problems, many if not most of the fishery scientists in the developed
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countries have, during the course of their formal training, somehow
been given or acquired the belief (which may sometimes be operating at
the subconcious level) that fishery scientists in the employ of government
organizations are inferior to their colleagues in the same or other dis-
ciplines who are in the employ of academic institutions. Thus, there is
a tendency to compete with academic colleagues on academic terms, i.e.
by the publication of good scientific papers in good scientific journals.
Work on the solution of development problems, which after all have a
large (if not complete) element of practical application, is in this
context~not very attractive to the fishery scientist, nor indeed very
likely to advance his career.
(c) Perhaps the most widely held article of faith on the part
of fishery scientists is "••• that variations in the distributions (and
abundance) of fishes are greatly influenced or controlled by variations
in the envtronment; and if we only knew more about the environment, we
would also know more about the fish and, specifically, by monitoring the
environment we would be able to forecast the distribution (and abundance)
of fishes. This faith in the influence of the environment is obviously
justified for extreme conditions and is probably justified (it is cer-
tainly intellectually attractive) for conditions less extreme. However,
instances in which such relationships have been identified, let alone used
for forecasting, are not very connon. Conceptual models which can be
tested of how the distribution and abundance of the fish population are
imbedded in the environmental matrix are needed. 1I (Marr, 1972) IIBut
fishery development projects are not the place for the development of
such models. II IIFishery administration may be an impediment to development
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for the same reasons. since the fishery administrator is frequently an
ex-fishery scientist."
Although scientific training is good for long-term management and
conservation of fish reSOurces in the region. the short-term benefits
from fisheries development are very great. Where the resources are
available (this does not need elaborate scientific investigations to
determine because the present concentrations of foreign fleets fishing in
the area can give an indication of such places) emphasis at this time
should be on exploitation to meet the protein needs of the people. On
a long-term basis after a base has been established for exploitation
!
and utilization of some of the resources. the scientific aspects of
resource assessment. biology. etc •• can follow. At such a time. it would
seem easier to conduct such surveys because there would have been a core
of vessels from which much of the information could be obtained. To
this extent I will agree with MarrIs reasoning.
The present situation in the region is that there is absolutely
no institutional training for government administrators in fisheries
development. Most fisheries departments are still dominated by officers
with only a biological background. Whatever developmental skills they
have had been acquired through trial and error. Diversification of the dis-
ciplines of recruits into fisheries departments is not ~he only answer
as each discipline may tend to become compartmentalized looking at the
!
problems only from the perspectives of individual background instead of
in their entirety. What is needed. therefore. is to bring people from
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varied academic backgrounds such as biology, food technology, economics,
statistics, engineering, sociology, political science, etc. and orient
them towards fisheries development under an institutional program. Emphasis
should be placed on team work towards solving problems. Graduates of
such a program should be appointed as fisheries development officers in
either a fisheries department where they will work at the micro level
or in a planning ministry where they will work on problems on the macro
level or in both. Each officer must be given equal opportunity for pro-
/~r
motion with, the organization they are employed. The present situation
in which personnel with disciplines other than biology are shunted to a
side line and the heirarchy of fisheries departments conceived as a
preserve only for biologists must be reviewed. In the absenGe of incen-
tives for enhancements, graduates with other disciplines will not be
attracted to fisheries development.
To develop a broad base for national and regional awareness as
well as political awareness of fisheries development it is necessary also
that institutions of higher learning in the region offer courses in
marine resource development or include such topics in existing curricula
such as biology, geography, sociology, economics, political science, sta-
tistics, etc. Graduates with such backgrounds will eventually permeate all
areas of the public and private sectors and lead towards better under-
standing of fisheries development and management as well as harmoniza-
tion of policies in this direction. This 1s now being done to some extent
with agricultural development. It can work as well for fisheries.
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8.5 Poor Infrastructure for the Handling, Processing and Marketing
of Fish and Fish Products
The infrastructure for fish production involve landing facilities
for vessels, cold stores, processing plants, ice production, dry docks
and repair facilities for vessels and other machinery, transportation to
market centers, telecommunications, fishing gear and equipment supplies.
All of these have direct and indirect links with other sectors of the
economy not directly under the control of fisheries administration and
management, but the absence of one or more of these facilities can
sever1y limit the production of fish and increase the cost of doing so.
In many of the coastal states some of these links are absent or in-
adequate to meet the needs of the fishing industry. Shore side facili-
ties are highly capital intensive. Such services can only be prOVided
by the public sector to meet the needs of the fishing industry. The
cost of such inputs has made national governments to keep on putting
off investment in them. This attitude does not take into consideration
the long-term benefits to the nations especially in areas where the resources
are available for exploitation. Sierra Leone, for example, has adequate
fish resources off her coast to meet her demand for a long time, but she
is an importer of fish. Also the multiplier effect of a thriving fishing
industry can be significant especially for small countries.
In order to get the needed protein from the sea, there must be
an unimpeded flow from production to consumption. It is onlY through
adequate infrastructure that this can be achieved. The provision of
such facilities where they are needed can only come with long-term loans
either through regional cooperation or from international sources.
IX. THE NEED FOR REGIONAL COOPERATION IN FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT
AND MANAGEMENT IN WEST AFRICA
9.1 Present Regional Framework
There are two organizations existing currently in West Africa
which may present forums for regional discussion on the exploitation of
living marine resources. These are the Committee of the Eastern Central
Atlantic Fisheries (CECAF) and the Econom1c Comm1ssion of West African
States.
CECAF has been concerned with the conservation of the resources
in the region but has now moved a step further to establish a project
to stimulate fisheries development.
At the third session of CECAF held at Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canary
Islands in December 1972, representatives from developed countries, mem-
bers of CECAF, indicated that their governments would provide assistance
to African countries members of CECAF for programmes to be coordinated
under a regional scheme and an outcome of this was that a fisheries de-
velopment programme combining UNDP assistance and non-UNDP overseas
collaboration was conceived and approved by UNDP. The project started
on the 1st of Aprfl, 1975, fn Dakar. Senegal where fts headquarters is
based. The start of this project was the ffrst attempt at regfonal co-
operatfon in fisherfes development fn West Afrfca. The actfvitfes of
the project fnclude the followfng:
(a) Statfstfcs and biological data;
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(b) Monitoring of resource~;
(c) Aquaculture;
(d) Fisheries management, and development planning;
(e) Training and education; and
(f) Fisheries development (artisanal, inshore and offshore operations)
Under the influence of CECAF, a number of bilateral agreements have been
negotiated between governments of coastal states and non-coastal states
as well as between governments of the region for fisheries development and
exploitation. It is difficult at this stage to determine the success of
such agreements although recent reports have indicated that some of such
agreements signed with the USSR are not working well. 68
CECAF is the only organization for the coordination of management
of the stocks of the region. The large area covered by the jurisdiction
of the commission coupled with the variety of stocks, as well as the
large number of territorial waters involved have so far not made the CECAF
management efforts effective. Nevertheless, it has been able to provide
a forum for discussion among coastal and non-coastal states fishing in
the area. Species which are in danger of overexploitation are highlighted
during such discussion among coastal and non-coastal states fishing in
the area. Species which are in danger of overexploitation are high-
lighted during such discussions. The formation of compacts for specific
fisheries by coastal states may be a more workable solution for effective
management. Such compacts must be given full authority for regulation
and enforcement. A system for the allocation of catch among members of
the compact will have to be worked out. Also, the compact will have to
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determine terms and conditions for foreign participation for under-
exploited and non-exploited species. The activities of various com-
pacts that may be formed can be coordinated by CECAF. There is already
a move to establish a compact involving four states, i.e. cape Verde,
Gambia, Guinea Bissau and Senegal.
ECOWAS which came into existence in 1974 is still in its in-
cipient stages of development. It is expected that it will provide
avenues for 1ntrareg1onal trade and cooperation. Fish trade can become
a very important commodity in dealings between northern states and southern
states. The terms and conditions under which distant-water fleets from
the southern states can fish in the waters of the northern states can
be negotiated. As suggested earlier, it may be economically advisable
to encourage the northern states to expand their fishing industry using
nearby shore facilities for processing and exporting the products to
the southern states where the demand is high. The southern states can
pay for these products, with crude oil which is required by the northern states
for punn1ng,the1r<J fleets and other aspects of economic development.
ECOWAS can establish an investment fund for regional fisheries de-
velopment to which all states can contribute. Such a fund will be used for
financing the acquisition of vessels, the establishment of shore facilities,
processing pJants, training institutions, and research.
x. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper. I have attempted to highlight the main trends of
fisheries development in West Africa and the problem faced by the
region. The exercise is by no means exhaustive but only indicative of
what a fisheries administrato~ is faced with within the region.
The need for regional cooperation to exploit. manage and conserve
the living resources of the sea in the region has received attention
in many discussions and publications. but efforts towards achieving
this seem to be very slow.
There is the potential for an active fish trade in the region
between north and south if the proper framework for this can be established.
The use of some of the resources for reduction to fish meal by non-coastal
states is rather disturbing when it is considered that protein is in
short supply in the region and that the sardinella being used for this
purpose could be utilized for direct human consumption.
The need for harmonization of policies in the region towards
fish production cannot be overemphasized. This will necessitate the es-
tablishment of an institutional framework for a smooth operation.
. '
The boundaries of extended jurisdiction have beenuni1aterally
declared by individual states without any negotiations with their
neighbors. This is a potentially dangerous situation. All efforts must
be made to negotiate and delineate such boundaries. The development of
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offshore oil production can also introduce new dimensions to the problems
of fish production and conservatfon fn the region. Coastal states have
not yet directed their attention to this. but the need will become evident
as the intensity of exploitation increases with the consequent increase
in tanker traffic. This may cause navigational problems. use conflict.
etc. The legal and regulatory framework for which does not exist at
the moment.
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Table 2! Summary of selected investment possibilities
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" .
Country
Morocco
Mauritania
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Liberia
Ivory Coast
Ghana
Togo
Benin
llipria
Cameroon -
Gabon
-Congo
Za!re
Possibility
Marketing
:neet increase
Southern fishing port
Pisbing port
Pishery control vessels
. Fleet expansion
. Artisanal development
T1ma vessels
Cold storage
Artiaanal ports
!'ishmea! plant
Fleet expansion and modernisation
Fishery control vessels
Refrigerated cargo vessels
Inshore vessels
Artisanal development
Processing industries
Aquacultve
Artiaanal development
Cold storage
Fleet modernisation
Joint venture in Gambia
Tuna cannery
Tuna vessels
Fleet increase
t.,goon development
Fishing port
Long range fleet
Shrimp fleet
Aquaoulture
Artisanal ports
Artisanal development
Fleet increase
Prooessing industries
Fishing port
Fleet modernisation
CODIIIlent
In progress through O.N.P.
In pro~e.B through O.N.P.
tmder st~
Ccmmitment by IBRD
Recently purchased
Investment possible
Bilateral aid
Reoently purchased.
Recently constructed
Bilateral aid
Under stud;y'
In progress
Bilateral aid
Under s~
Investment possible
Investment possible
Investment possible
Investm~t possible
Investment possible
Recently constructed
In progress
In progress through private business
Private business investment
Recently purchased
Under stud;y
Under st~
Government commitmen~
Government commitment
In progress
Under st~
Government commitment
Bilateral aid
Investment possible
Investment possible
Investment possible
Inftstment possible
SOlU"ce, CECAF Project estimates
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Xau:ritania
Senegal
Gambia
Cape Verde
Guinea liiBl!lau
Guinea
Sierra Leone
Liberia
Ivory Coast
Ghana
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Benin
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Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
. Sao Tome and Principe
COD&O
zaIre
Dat. ot
iDd.eptm-
4enoe
1965
1975
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1958
1961
1847
1960
1957
1960
1960 .
1960
1968
1960
1975
1960
1960
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lanr:aace
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1l'l'enoh
Arabi0
Frenoh
English
Portugue.e
Porl'aguese
Prenoh
EIlClish
EDclieh
J'rench
English
lPrench
Prench
English
J'rench
English
Spanish
J'.t'enoh
POM'tI&'WIse·
PreDch
I'renoh
Population
poorih
1965-'73 '
~ p.a.
2.2
2.9
-1.1
2.8
2.2
3.3
4.0
2.0
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1.•2
-2.8
2.2
6.0
5.9
0.1
1.5
4.7
3.0
. 0.8
2.5
1.5 .
8.3
-3.1
6.1
-0.3
1.9
2.9
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'"cftable., tish
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. Iron ore, tish
produatl!l.
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productl!l
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Iron ore, bauxite
Diamonds, iron ore
Iron ore, rubber
·Cotte., oocoa,
wood
Coooa, wood
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PallI oil
Oil, ooooa, palm
oil
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Wood
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Oil, wood
Copper, 'cottee,
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Country
Morocco
Xauritania
Senep].
Sierra Leone
Liberia
Ivory Coast
- Ghana
Togo
Benin
ligeria
Cameroon
Gabon
Po..ibUity
IfaZ'ket1ng
Pleet mcreue
Southern fishing port
Fishing port
Fishery control vessels
Pleet expansion
Artiaanal develolDent
'l'\m& vessels
Cold. s1forage
Jrtiaanal porls
FiahmeaJ. plant
Fleet expansion and modernisation
fiaher,r control vessels
Refrigerated cargo vessel.
Inshore vessels
Artisanal development
Processing industries
Aquaculture
Artisanal development
Cold storage
11eet modernisation
Joint ven~e in Gambia
Tuna cannery
'l'\m& vessels.
Pleet increase
Lqoon development
Fishing port
Long range fl eet
Shrimp fleet
Atluaculture
Jrtisanal porls
Jrtisanal developllent
.Pleet increase
Processing industries
fishing porl
Pieet modernisation ~
In progress through O.N'.P.
In progress through O.N'.P.
lJI1d.er stq
CClIIIIlitment by IBRD
Recently purchased
Investment possible
Bilateral aid
Recently purchased
Recently constructed
Bilateral aid
Under st~·
In progress
Bilateral aid
Under study
Investment possible
- . Investment possible
Investment possible
Investment possible
Investment possible
Recently constructed
In progress
In progress through private business -
Private business investment
Recently purchased
Under st~
Under study
Government commitment
Government commitment
In Progress
tInder st~
Government commitment
Bilateral aid
Investment possible
Investment pcssible
Investment possible
Investment possible
Sources CECJll' Project estimates
'.
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